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HINDUISM 



Diu htiligt schrift zuoftt ahemale dar tjf, daz 

der mensche sin selbes ledic werden sol. Wan als 

vil du dines sdbes itdic bist, als vil bist du dines 

«lbes gewaltic, und as vil du dines selbes 

gewaltic bist, als vil du dines selbes ei^, und 

als vil als du din ei^en bist, als vii ist got din 

eigen und aliez, daz got ie geschuof. 

(MeisWf Eckhart, Pfeiffer, p. 598) 



INTRODUCTION 

Brahmanism or Hinduism is not only Che oldest of the mystery 

religions, or rather metaphysical disciplines, of which we have 

a full and precise knowledge from literary sources, and as regards 

the last two thousand years also from iconogtaphic documents, 

but also perhaps the only one of these that has survived with an 

unbroken tradition and that is lived and understood at the present 

day by many millions, of men, of whom some are peasants and 

others learned men well able to explain their faith in European 

as well as In their own languages. Nevertheless, and although the 

ancient and modern scriptures and practises of Hinduism have been 

examined by European scholars for more than a century, it would 

be hardly an exaggeration to say that a faithful account of Hinduism 

might well be given in the form of a categorical denial of most 

of the statements that have been made about it, alike by European 

scholars and by Indians trained in our modern sceptical and 

evolutionary modes of thought. 

One would begin, for example, by remarking that the Vedic 

doctrine is neither pantheistic nor polytheistic, nor a wor^ip of the 

powers of Nature except in the sense that Natura naiufons est Deus 

and all her powers but the riames of God’s acts; that karma is not 

"fate” except in the orthodox sense of the cbaracrer and destiny 

that inhere in created things themselves, and rightly understood, 

determines their vocation; that mayS is not ‘'illusion”, but rather 

the maternal measure and means essential to the manifestation of 

a quantitative, and in this sense "material”, world of appearances, 

by which we may be either enlightened or deluded according to 

the degree of our own maturity; that the notion of a "reincarnation’' 

in the popular sense of the return of deceased individuals to rebirth 

on this earth represents only a misunderstanding of the doctrines 

of heredity, transmigration and regeneration; and that the six 



darSanas of the later Sanskrit ’philosophy” are not so many mutually 

exclusive "systems" but, as their name implies, so many "points 

of view" which are no more mutually contradictory than are, let 

us say, botany and mathematics. We shall also deny in Hinduism 

the existence of anything unique and peculiar to itself, apart from 

the local coloring and social adaptations that must be expected 

under the sun where nothing can be known except in the mode 

of the knower. The Indian tradition is one of the forms of the 

PMosophia Pereonis, and as such, embodies those universal truths 

to which no one people or age can make exclusive claim. The 

Hindu is therefore perfectly willing to have his own scriptures made 

use of by others as "extrinsic and probable proofs” of the trodt 

as they also know it, The Hindu would argue, moreover, that it is 

upon these heights alone that any true agreement of differing 

cultures can be effected. 

We sliall try now to state the fundamentals positively: not, how¬ 

ever, as this is usually done in accordance with the "historical 

method” by which the reality is more obscured than illuminated, 

but from a strictly orthodox point of view, both as to principles 

and their application; endeavouring to speak with maiematical 

precision, but never employing words of our own or making any 

affirmations for which authority could not be cited by chapter and 

verse; in this way making even our technique characteristically 

Indian. 

We cannot attempt a survey of the religious literature, since this 

would amount to a literary history of India, where we cannot say 

where what is saaed ends and what is secular begins, and even 

the songs of bayaderes and showmen arc the hymns of the FidMes 

de i’Amour. Our htcrary sources begin with the Rigveda (1200 or 

more B.C.), and only end with the most modern Va4nava, Saiva 

and Tantric theological treatises. We must, however, especially 

mention the Bhagavad Gita as probably the most important single 

work ever produced in India; this book of eighteen chapters is 

not, as it has been sometimes called, a "sectarian" work, but one 
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universally studied often repeated daily from memory by 

millions of Indians of all persuasions; it may be descfjl>ed as a 

compendium of the whole Vedic doctrine to be found in the earlier 

Vedas, Brihmanas and Upanisads, aod being therefore the bash 

of all the later developments, it can be regarded as the focus of 

all Indian religion. To this we must add that the pseudo-historical 

Krishna and Arjuna are to be tdenti^ed with the mythical Agoi 

and India. 
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THE MYTH 

Like the Revelation {irutt) itself, we must begin with the Myth 

{Hihisa)^ the penultimate truth, of whidi all experience is the 

temporal reflection. The mythical narrative is of timeless and place¬ 

less validity, true nowever and everywhere: just as in Christianity, 

Tn the beginning God created" and '"Through him all things were 

made", regardless of the millennia that come between the datcable 

words, amount to saying that the creation took place at Christ’s 

"eternal birth”. "Zn the beginning” (agre), or rather "at the 

summit”, means ”in the first cause”: just as in our still told myths, 

"once upon a time” does not mean "once" alone but "once for all”. 

The Myth is not a "poetic invention" In the sense these words now 

bear: on the other hand, and just because of its universality, it can 

be told, and with equal authority, from many different points of 

view, . 

In this eternal beginning there is only the Supreme Identity of 

"That One” {tad ekam) without differentiation of being from non- 

being, light from darkness, or separation of sky from earth. 

The All Is for the present impounded in the first principle, 

which may be spoken of as the Person, Progenitor, Mountain, 

Tree, Dragon or endless Serpent. Related to this principle by 

filiation or younger brotherhood, and alter ego rather than an¬ 

other principle, is the Dragon-slayer, born to supplant the Father 

and take possession of the kingdom, distributing its treasures to 

his followers.* For if there is to be a world, the prison must 

be shattered and its potentialities liberated. This can be done 

either in accordance with the Father’s will ox against his will; 

he may "choose death for his children’s sake”,* ox it may be 

that the Gods impose tiie passion upon him, making him their 

sacrificial victim.* These are not contradictory doctrines, but different 

ways of telling one and the same story; in reality, Slayer and 
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Dragon, sacrif cer and victim are of one mind behind the scenes, 

where there is no polarity of contraries, but mortal enemies on the 

suge, where die everlasting war of the Gods* and the Titans is 

displayed. In any case, the Dragon*Fathef remains a Plecoma, no 

more diminished by what he exhales than he is increased by what 

is repossest. He is the Death, on whom our life depends*; and to 

the question Is Death one, or many?'* the answer is made that 

"He is one as he is there, but many as he is in his children here".’ 

The Dragon-slayer is our Friend; the Dragon must be pacified and 

made a friend of. 

The passion is both an exhaustion and a dismemberment, TTie 

endless Serpent, who for so long as he was one Abundance remained 

invincible,* is disjointed and dismembered as a tree is felled and 

cut up into logs.* For the Dragon, as we shall presently find, is also 

the World-Tree, and there is an allusion to the "wood” of which 

the world is made by the CaipcaterThe Fire of Life and Water of 

Life (Agni and Soma), all Gods, all beings, sciences and goods are 

constricted by the Python, who as "Holdfast” will not let them go 

until he is smitten and made to gape and pant:** and from this 

Great Being, as if from a damp fire smoking, are exhaled the Scrip¬ 

tures, the Saaifice, these worlds and all beings;** leaving him ex¬ 

hausted of his contents and like an empty skin.** In the same way the 

Progenitor, when he has emanated his children, is emptied out of 

all his possibilities of finite manifestation, and falls down un¬ 

strung,** overcome by Death,** though he survives this woe.** Now 

the positions are reversed, for the Fiery Dragon will not and can- 

not be destroyed, but would enter into the Hero, to whose question 

"What, wouldst thou consume me?'* it replies "Rather to kindle 

(waken, quicken) thee, that thou mayst eat.”** The Progenitor, 

whose emanated children are as it were sleeping and inanimate 

stones, reflects "Let me enter into them, to awaken them”; but so 

long as he is one, he cannot, and therefore divides himself into the 

powers of perception and consumption, extending these powers 

from his hidden lair in the "cave” of the heart through the doors 
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of the senses to their objects, ^imkicg ’’Let me eat of these objects"; 

in this waf "oui" bodies are set up in possession of consciousness, 

he being their mover.And since tht Several Gods or Measures of 

Fire into which he is thus divided are "our" energies and powers, 

it is die same to say that "the Gods entered into man, they made 

the mortal their house".** His passible nature has now become 

‘ours": and from this predicament he cannot easily recollect Or 

rebuild himself, whole and complete.** 

We are now the stone from which the spark can be struck, the 

mountain beneath which God lies buried, the scaly reptilian skin 

conceals him, and the fuel for his kindling. That his lair is now a 

cave or house presupposes the mountain or walls by which he is 

enclosed, verhorgen and v^bast. "You" and "I" are the psycho* 

physical prison and Coostrictor in whom the First has been swal¬ 

lowed up that "we" might be at all. For as we are repeatedly told, 

the Dragon-slayer devours his victim, swallows him up and drinks 

him dry, and by this Eucharistic meal he takes, possession of 

die first-born Dragon's treasure and powers and becomes what he 

was. We can cite, in fact, a remarkable text in which our composite 

soul is called the "mountain of God" and we are told that the Com- 

prehensor of this doctrine shall in like manner swallow up his own 

evil, hateful adversary.** This "adversary” is, of course, none but 

our self. The meaning of the text will only be fully grasped if we 

explain that the word for "mountain", giri, derives from the root 

g/f, to "swallow". Thus He in whom we were imprisoned is now 

our prisoner; as our Inner Man he is submerged in and hidden by 

our Outer Man. It is now bis turn to become the Dragon-slayer; 

and in this war of the God with the Titan, now fought within you, 

where we are "at war with ourselves",** his victory and resurrection 

will be also ours, if we have known Who we are. It is now for him 

to drink us dry, for us to be his wine. 

We have realised that the deity is implicitly or explicitly a willing 

victim; and this is reflected in the human ritual, where the agree¬ 

ment of the victim, who must have been originally human, is always 

«4 
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formally secured. In either case the death of the victim is also its 

birth, in accordance with the infallible rule that every birth must 

have been preceded by a death: in the first case, the deity is multiply 

born in living beings, in the second they are reborn in him. But 

even so it is recognised that the sacrifice and dismemberment of the 

victim are acts of cruelty and even treachery;” and this is the original 

sin {kilhsa) of the Gods, in whidi all men participate by the very 

fact of their separate existence and their manner of knowing in 

tenns of subject and object, good and evil, because of which the 

Outer Man is excluded from a direct participation” in ‘‘what the 

Brahmans understand by Soma”. The form of our ' knowledge”, 

Of rather "ignorance” {avidya), dismembers him daily; and for this 

rgnorantia divisiva an expiation is provided for in the Saaifice, 

where by the sactificer's surrender of himself and the building up 

again of the dismembered deity, whole and complete, the multiple 

selves are reduced to Aeir single principle. There is thus an inces¬ 

sant multiplication of the inexhaustible One and unification of the 

indefinitely Many. Such are the beginnings and endings of worlds 

and of individual beings: expanded from a point without position 

or dimensions and a now without date or duration, accomplishing 

their destiny, and when their time is up returning ”home” to the 

Sea in which their life originated.** 
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THEOLOGY ANT) AUTOLOGY 

The Sacrifice (yajna) undertaken here below is a ritual mimesis 

of what was done by ^e Gods in the beginning, and in the same 

way both a sin and an expiation. We shall not understand the Myth 

until we have made the Sacrifice, nor the Sacrifice until we have 

understood the Myth. But before we can try to understand Ae 

oper^ion it must be asked, What is God? and What are we? 

God is an essence without duality (adpaiis), or as some maintain, 

without duality but not without relations {visistadvaifa). He' is 

only to be apprehended as Essence {astr)y^ but this Essence subsists 

in a two fold nature {dvahlbhava)as being and as becoming. 

Thus, what is called the Entirety {krtsnam, purnem, bbuman) is 

both explicit and inexplicit (nimkfanifukia), sonant and silent 

{fabdaiahda), characterised and uncharacterised {saguna, nirgma), 

temporal and eternal (kMikald), partite and impartite {sakaiakala), 

in a likeness and not in any likeness {murtemurtd), shewn and un¬ 

shewn {vyaktapyakta), mortal and immortal (martyamaTtya), and 

$0 forth. Whoever knows him in his proximate (apara) aspect, im¬ 

manent, knows him also in his ultimate (para) aspect, transcend¬ 

ent;** the Person seated in our heart, eating and drinking, is also 

the Person in the Sun.** This Sun of men,** and Light of lights,*' 

"whom all men see but few know with the mind",** is the Universal 

Self (oirruiH) of all things mobile or immobile.** He is both inside 

and outside (boMr antai ca bhutanam), but uninterruptedly {anan' 

taram)^ and therefore a total presence, undivided in divided things ** 

He does not come from anywhere, nor docs he become anyone,** 

but only lends himself to all possible modalities of existence.** v 

The question of his names, such as Agni, Indra, Prajapad, Siva, 

Brahma, etc., whether personal or essentia), is dealt with in the 

usual way: "they call him mafiy who H really one";*’ "even as he 

seems, so he becomes";** "he takes the forms imagined by his 
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worshippers".’* The trinitarian names—Agni, VIju and Aditya or 

Brahma, Rudra and Vishnu—"are the highest embodiments of the 

supreme, immortal, bodiless Brahma . , . their becoming is a birth 

from one another, partitions of a common Self defined by its dif¬ 

ferent operations . . . These embodiments are to be contemplated, 

celebrated, and at last recanted. For by means of them one rises 

higher and higher in the worlds; but where the whole ends, attains 

the simplicity of the Person".** Of all the names and forms of God 

the monogrammatic syllable Om, the totality of all sounds and the 

music of the spheres chanted by the resonant Sun, is the best. The 

validity of such an audible symbol is exactly the same as that of a 

plastic icon, both alike serving as supports of contemplation 

(dhiyalamba); such a support is needed because that which is im¬ 

perceptible to eye or ear cannot be apprehended objectively as it is 

in itself, but only in a likeness. The symbol must be naturally ade¬ 

quate, and cannot be chosen at random; one infers (avesyati, 

avahajati) the unseen in the seen, the unheard in the heard; but 

these forms are only means by which to approach the formless and 

must be discarded before we can become it. 

Whether we call him Person, or Sacerdotium, or Magna Mater, 

or by any other grammatically masculine, feminine or neuter names, 

"TTiat" {tas, tad ekam) of which our powers are measures {tan- 

masra) is a syzygy of conjoint principles, without composition or 

duality. These conjoint principles or selves, indistinguishable ab intfa, 

but respectively self-sufficient and insulficient ab extra, become con¬ 

traries only when we envisage the act of self-manifestation {sva- 

prakafatvam) implied when we descend from the silent level of the 

Non-duality to speak in terms of subject and object and to recognize 

the many separate and individual existences that the All (sarvam= 

TO «fivj or Universe (viivam) presents to our physical organs of 

perception. And since this finite totality can be only logically and 

not really divided from its infinite source, "That One" can also be 

called an "Integral Multiplicity"*^ and "Omniform light".*’ Creation 

is exemplary. The conjoint principles, for example. Heaven and 



^rth, or Sun and Moon, man and woman, weie otigioaily one 

Ontologically, their conjugattion (mithun<mi, samhhava, eko bbrna) 

IS a vital operation, productive of a third in the image of the first 

and nature of the second. Just as the conjugation of Mind <marias= 

with the Voice (»w-=8tivow) gives birth to a concept 

(iemknll>e) so the conjugation of Heaven and Earth k-indles the 

Cambmo, the Fire, whose birth divides his parents from one another 

and fills the intervening Space {ikaso, aiUarikte, Midgard) witli 

light, and in the same way microcosmically, being kindled in the 

space of the heart, lie is its light. He shines in bis Motlier's womb " 

m full possession of all his powers.** He is no sooner born than 

he traverses the Seven Worlds,*» ascends to pass through the Sun- 

door, as the smoke from an altar ot central hearth, whether widiout 

or within you, ascends to pass out ttirough the eye of the dome." 

This Agni IS at once the messenger of God, the guest in all men's 

houses whether constructed or bodily, the luminous pneumatic prin¬ 

ciple of life, and the missal priest who conveys the savour of the 

Burnt-offering hence to die world beyond the vault of the Sky, 

dirough which there is no other way but this "Way of the Gods” 

{deveySna). This Way must be followed by the Forerunner's foot¬ 

prints, as *e word for "Way-’ itself reminds us, by all who would 

reach the farther shore" of the luminous spatial river of life** that 

divides this terrestrial from yonder celesdai strand; these concep¬ 

tions of the Way underlying all the detailed symbolisms of the 

Bridge, the Voyage and the Pilgrimage. 

Considered apart, the "halves" of the originally undivided Unity 

can be distinguished in various ways according to our point of view; 

politically, for example, as Sacerdotium and Regnum {brahma- 

ksatrau), and psychologically as Self and Not-self, Inner Man and 

Outer Individuality, Male and Female. These pairs are disparate; 

and even when the subordinate has been separated from the superior 

with a view to productive cooperation, it still remains in the latter, 

mote eminently. The Sacerdotium, for example, is "both the Sacer- 



dotiam and the Regnum"—a condition found in the mixta pers^tta 

of the pnest.kmg Mitrlvarunau, or Indfigni--but the Regnum a& 

a separated function is nothing but itself, relatively feminine, and 

subordinated to the Sacerdotium, its Director {netr^ymM. The 

factional distinction in terms of sex defines the hierarchy. God 

himself IS male to all, but just as Mitra is male to Vanina and 

Varuna in turn male to Barth, so the Priest is inale to the King, and 

the King male to his realm. In the same way the man is subject to 

the joint government of Church and State; but in authority with 

respect to his wife, who in turn administers his estate. Throughout 

the series it the noetic principle that sanctions or enjoins what the 

aesthetic performs or avoids; disorder arising only when the latter 

is distracted from her rational allegiance by her own ruling passions 

and identihes this submission with ^ liberty”/* 

The most pertinent application of all this is to the individual, 

whether man or woman: the outer and active individuality of "this 

man or woman. So-and-so” being naturally feminine and subject to 

its own inner and contemplative Self, On the one hand, the sub- 

mission of the Outer to the Inner Man is all that is meant by the 

words "self-control” and ’’autonomy”, and the opposite of what is 

meant by "self-assertion”: and on the other, this is the basis of the 

mterpretation of the return to God in terms of an erotic symbolism, 

"As one embraced by a darling bride knows naught of ’I’ and thou’, 

so self embraced by the foreknowing (solar) Self knows naught of 

a ’myself’ within or a 'thyself' without”;*® because, as Sahbra re- 

marks, of "unity". It is tfiis Seif that the man who really loves 

himself or others, loves in himself and in them; "all things are 

dear only for the sake of the Self”.** In this true bve of Self the 

distinction of "selhshness” from "altruism” loses all its meaning. 

He sees the Self, the Lord, alike in all beings, and all beings alike 

in that Lordly Self.** "Loving thy Self”, in the words of Meister 

Eckhart, "thou lovest all men as thy Self”."* All these doctrines 

coincide with the Jufi, "What is love? Thou shalt know when thou 

becomest me”.**' *** 



The sacred marriage, consummated in the heart, adumbiates the 

deepest of all mysteries.” For this means both our death and 

beatific resurrection, The word to "ourry” {eko bhu, become one) 

also means to ‘ die”, just as in Greek, teXiw is to be perfected, to 

be married, or to die. When "Each is both”, no relation persists: 

and were it not for this beatitude (ananda) there would be neither 

life nor gladness anywhere.*"* All this implies that what we call 

the world'process and a creation is nothing but a game (kiida, 

tils, ttuSid, doles ffoeo) tbal the Spirit plays with itself, and as 

sunlight "plays ’ upon whatever it illuminates and quickens, although 

unaffected by its apparent contacts. We who play the game of life 

so desperately for temporal stakes might be playing at love with 

God for higher stakes—ouc selves, and his. We play against one 

another for possessions, who might be playing widi the King who 

stakes bis throne and what is his against our lives and all we are: 

a game in which the more is lost, the more is won.*^ 

By the separation of Heaven and Earth the "Three Worlds" are 

distinguished; the in-between World (tuttarikia) provides the 

etherial space in which the inhibited possibilities of finite 

manifestation can take birth in accordance with their several natures. 

From this first etherial substance are derived in succession air, fire, 

water and earth; and from these five elemental Beings {bhut^i), 

combined in various proportions, are formed die inanimate bodies 

of creatures;” into which the God enters to awaken them, dividing 

himself to fill these worlds and to become die "Several Gods”, his 

children.” These Intelligences** are the host of "Beings” (bhuta- 

gana) that operate in us, unanimously, as our "elemental soul" 

(hhuiatman), or conscious self;" our "selves", indeed, but for die 

present mortal and uospiritual (andunya, an^mana), ignorant of 

their immortal Self {aimanam ananuvidya, anatmaina) ,•* and to be 

distinguished from the Immortal deities who have already become 

what they are by their ‘'worth" (arhana) and are spoken of as 

"Achats" (="Dignities”).** Through the mundane and perfectible 

deities, and just as a King receives tribute ^fer) from his 



subject$,** the Person in the heart, our Inner Mao who is also the 

Person in the Sun, obtains the food [anna, ahara), both physical and 

mental, on which he must subsist when he proceeds from being to 

becoming. And because of the simultarieity of his dynamic presence 

in all past and future becomings,** the emanated powers at work in 

our consciousness can be regarded as the temporal support of the 

solar Spirit’s timeless providence (prajnana) and omniscience 

(sarvajnafia). Not that this sensible world of successive ev«its de¬ 

termined by mediate causes [kofTna, adrista, aputva) is the source 

of his knowledge, but rather that it is itself the consequence of the 

Spirit’s awareness of "the diversified world-picture painted by itself 

on the vast canvas of itself"-” It is not by means of this All that 

he knows himself, but by his knowledge of himself that he becomes 

this All.®’ To know him hy this Ail belongs only to ouf inferential 

manner of knowing. 

You must have begun to realise that the theology and the au* 

tology are one and the same science, and that the only possible 

answer to the question, ’’What am 1?" must be "That art thou”-“ 

For as there ate two in him who is both Love and Death, so there 

are, as all tradition affirms unanimously, two in us; altbou^ not 

two of him or two of us, nor even one of him and one of us, but 

only one of both. As we stand now, in between the first beginning 

and tile last end, we are divided against ourselves, essence from 

nature, and therefore see him likewise as divided against himself 

and from us. Let us describe the situation In two different figures. 

Of the conjugate birds, Sunbird and Soulbird, that perch on the 

Tree of Life, one is all-seeing, the other eats of its fruits.** For the 

Comprehensof these two birds are one;’® in the iconography we find 

either one bird witli two beads, or two with necks entwined. But 

from our point of view there is a great difference between the spec¬ 

tator’s and the participant’s lives; the one is not involved, the otiier, 

submerged in her feeding and nesting, grieves for her lack of lord¬ 

ship [afilia) until she perceives her Lord (fitf), and recognizes her 

Self in him and in his majesty, whose wings have never been clipped.*' 



In another way, the con$titution of worlds and of individuals is 

compared to a wheel {cakTa)^ of which the hub is the heart, the 

spokes powers, and their points of contact on the felly, our organs 

of perception and action.” Here the "poles" that represent our 

selves, respectively profound and superficial, are the motionless axle- 

point on which the wheel revolves—H punfo delh stelo at la 

prhna rota va Jintomo'*—and the rim in contact with the cartli to 

which it reacts. This is the "wheel of becoming, or birth" {hh<tv/t- 

cakra^ XQ0x^<; ^ . The collective motion of all the 

wheels within wheels—each one turning on a point without posi¬ 

tion and one and die same in all— that are these worlds and in¬ 

dividuals is called the Confluence (sanrsara), and it is in this "storm 

of the world’s flow" that our "elemental self" {bhut^nan') is 

fatally involved: fatally, because whatever "we” are naturally 

"destined" to experience under the sun is the ineluctable conse¬ 

quence of the uninterrupted hut unseen operation of mediate causes 

(karma, adrsta), from which only the aioresaid "point" remains 

independent, being in the wheel indeed, but not a "pact" of it. 

It is not only out passible nature that is involved, but also bis. 

in diis compatible nature he sympathises with our miseries and our 

delights and is subjected to the consequences of things done as 

much as "we" are. He does not dioose his wombs, but enters into 

births that may be aughfy or naughty (sadASaty* and in which his 

mortal nature is the fructuary (bboktr) equally of good and evil, 

truth and falsity.’* That "he is the only seer, hearer, thinker, knower 

and fructuary" in us,” and that "whoever sees, it is by bh ray that he 

sees ’,” who looks forth in all beings, is the same as to say that 

"the Lord is the only transmigrator",” and it follows inevitably that 

by the very act with which he endows us with consciousness "he 

fetters himself like a bird in the net",” and is subject to the evil, 

Death”,—or seems to be thus fettered and subjected. 

Thus he is submitted to our ignorance and sufiers for our sins. 

Who then can be liberated and by whom and from what? It would 

be better to ask, with respect to this absolutely unconditional liberty, 
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What is free now sod nowcver from the limitations that are pre- 

supposed by the very notion of individuality (aham ca mama ca, 

I and mine; kart a’ham iti, "'I' am a doer”)?** Freedom is from 

ones self, this 1 , and its affections. He only is free from virtues 

and vices and all their fatal conset^uences who never became anyone; 

he only can be free wlio is no longer anyone; impossible to be freed 

from oneself and also to remain oneself. The liberation from good 

and evil that seemed impossible and is impossible for the man whom 

we define by what he does or thinks and who answers to the question, 

Wlio is that? , It s me is possible only for him who can answer 

at the Sundoor to the question "Who art thou?", "Thyself ",” He 

who fettered himself must free himself, and that can only be done 

by verifying Che assurance, "That art thou". It is as much for us to 

liberate him by knowing Who we are as for him to liberate himself 

by knowing Who he is; and that is why in the Sacrifice the sacrificer 

identifies himself with tlie victim. 

Hence also the prayer, "What thou art, thus may I be"',” and the 

eternal significance of the critical question "In whose departure, 

when I go hence, shall 1 be departing?",” i.e. in myself, or "her 

immortal Self" and "Leader"".*’ If the right answers have been veri* 

fied, if one has found the Self, and having done all that there is to 

be done (kriakrtya), without any residue of potentiality (krgyS), the 

last end of our life has been presently attained.” It cannot be too 

much emphasized that freedom and immortality*^ can be, not so 

much '’readied", as "realised" as well here and now as in any here¬ 

after, One "freed in this life" (jrvan mukta) "dies no more" (na 

punar mriyase).** "The Comprchensor of Aat Contemplative, age¬ 

less, undying Self, in whom naught whatsoever is wanting and who 

wantcth nothing, has no fear of death"".** Having died already, be 

is, as the §ufl puts it, "a dead man walking'".*® Such an one no 

longer loves himself or others, but is the Self in himself and in them. 

Death to one’s self is death to "others"; and if the "dead man" 

seems to be "unselfish ', this will not be the result of altmiwic 

motives, but acddentally, and because he is literally un-sclf-ish. 
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^b«rated from himscU, from all status, all duties, all riahK, he 

has become a Mover-at-will (kamacar:)*^ like the Spirit (Viyu 

deuanAn) that '^movefh as it will" (yaJhd vaiam cami)^ 

and as St. Paul expresses it, "no longer under the law", 

^S IS die superhuman impartiality of those who have found their 

am I in all beings, of whom there is none I love 

and TOne I hate""; the freedom of those who have fulfilled the 

condition re<^uired of his disciples by Christ, to hate father and 

mother and likewise their own "life" in the world.'* We cannot say 

what the freeman is, but only what he is not,—signific^r 

per verba uon si pcriaJ But this can be said that those who have not 

Imown themselves are neither now nor ever shall be free, and that 

great is the destruction" of these victims of their own sensations."" 

Brahmanical autology is no more pessimistic than optimistic, 

but only more authoritative than any other science of which the 

truth does not depend on our wishes. It is no more pessimistic to 

recognize that whatever is alien to Self is a distress, than it is op¬ 

timistic to recognize that where there is no "other" tliere is literally 

nothing to be feared." 17,at our Outer Man is "another" appears 

in the expression "I cannot trust myself". What has been called the 

natural optimism” of the Upanishads is their affirmation that out 

^nsciousness of being, although invalid as an awareness of being 

So-and-so, is valid absolutely, and their doctrine that the Gnosis of 

the Immanent Deify, our Inner Man, can be realised HOiv: "That ars 

thou". In die words of St. Paul, Vivo auCem, jam ego. 

That this is so, or that "He is" at all, cannot be demonstrated in 

the classroom, where only tjuantitative tangibles are dealt with. At 

the same time, it would be unscientific to deny a presupposition for 

which an experimental proof is possible. In the present case there 

is a Way prcsaibed for those who will consent to follow it: and it 

is precisely oi this point that we must turn from the first principles 

to the operation through which, rather than by which, they can be 

verified; in other words from the consideration of the contemplative 

to the consideration of the active or sacrificial life. 
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THE WAY OF WORKS 

'n^e Sacrifice reflects the Myth; but like all refleaions, inverts it 

What had been a process of generation and division becomes now 

one of regeneration and composition. Of the two "selves" tiiat 

dwell together in and depart together from this body, the first is 

born of womar^, and the second from the sacrificial Fire, of which 

divine womb the man's seed is to be born again as another than he 

was; ar)d until he has thus been reborn he has but the one, mortal 

"self"-®’ To sacrifice is to be born, and it can be said, "As yet unborn, 

forsooth, is the mao who does not sacrifice".®® Again, when the 

Progenitor, our Father, "has expressed acid fondly {prena, sneha- 

vaiena) inhabits bis children, he cannot come together again {^punar 

sambhu) from them”®® and so he proclaims that "They shall flourish 

who will build me up again (punar ci) hence”: the Gods built him 

up, and they flourished, and so does the sacrificer even today flourish 

botl: here and hereafter.'*® The sacrificer, in his edification of die 

Fire (-altar) "with his whole mind, his whole self"This Fire 

knows that he has come to give himself to me"'®*—is "putting to¬ 

gether” {samiha, samskf) at one aod the same time the dismem¬ 

bered deity and his own separated nature: for he would be under a 

great delusion and merely a brute were he to hold that "He is one, 

and I another”.*®* 

The Sacrifice is something to be done; "We must do what the 

Gods did etst"-“* It is, in fact, often spoken of simply as "Work" 

{kama). Thus just as in Latin operare^sacra faeere= tf^oroielv 

so in India, where the emphasis on action is so strong, to do well is 

to do sacred things, and only to do nothing, or what being done 

amiss amounts to nothing, is idle and profane. How strictly ana¬ 

logous the operation is to any other professional work will be ap¬ 

parent if we remember that it is only when priests operate on behalf 

of others that they are to be remunerated, and that when men 
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sacrifice together on their own behalf a feception of gifts is in¬ 

ordinate’** The King as the supreme Patron of the Sacrifice on 

behalf of tiie kingdom, represents the saaificer /« 4hims, and is 

himself the type of all other sacrificcrs. 

One of the strangest controversies in the history of Orientalism 

turned upon die origin of bhakti", as if devotion had at some given 

moment been a new idea and thenceforth a fashionable one. It 

would have been simpler to observe that the word bhnkti means 

primarily a given share, and therefore also the devotion or love 

that all liberality presupposes; and so that inasmudi as one "gives 

God his share" {bhagian)^ i.e. sacrifces, one is his hhakta^ Thus in 

the hymn, "If thou givest me my share” amounts to saying "If thou 

lovest me'. It has often been pointed out that the Sacrifice was 

tliought of as a commerce between Gods and men;’** but not often 

realised that by introducing into traditional conceptions of trade 

notions derived from our own internecine commercial transactions, 

we have falsified our understanding of tlie original sense of such a 

commerce, whidi was actually more of the potlatih type, a competi¬ 

tion in giving, than like our competitions in taking. The sacrificer 

knows diat for whatever he gives he will receive full measure in 

return; or ratlier, fuller measure, for whereas his own treasury is 

limited, the other party's is inexhaustible, "He is the Imperishable 

(•syllable, Dm), for he pours forth gifts to all these beings, and 

because there is none can pour forth gifts beyond him'God gives 

as much as we can take of him, and that depends on bow mudi of 

"oufselvcs” we have given up. Feudal loyalties rather than business 

obligations are implied words of the hymns, "Thou art ours and we 

are thine', "Let us, O Varuna, be thine own dearly beloved" 

and "Thine may we be for thee to give us treasure":’*’ these ace the 

relations of thane to earl and vassal to overlord, not of money¬ 

changers. The language of commerce survives even in such late and 

profoundly devotional hymns as Mira Bax’s 

Kanh have I bought. The price he asked, I gave. 

Some cry, "’Tis great", and others jeer, "'Tis small"— 
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1 gave in full, weighed to the utmost grain, 

My love, my life, my soul, my all. 

If we also remember, what will shortly appear, that the aacrificial 

life is the active life, it will be seen that the connection of action 

with devotion is implicit in the very concept of operation; and that 

whatever is dorxe perfectly must have been done lovingly, and what¬ 

ever ill done, done carelessly. 

The Sacrifice, like the words of tlie liturgy indispensible to it, 

must be understood (erUbf) if it is to be completely elTective. The 

merely physical acts may, like any other labor, secure temporal ad¬ 

vantages. Its uninterrupted celebratior^ maintains, in fact, the endless 

"stream of wealth” {vasor tihari) that foils from heaven as the 

fertilising rain, passes through plants and animals, becomes out food, 

and is returned to heaven in the smoke of the Burnt-oflering; that 

rain and this smoke are the wedding gifts in the sacred marriage of 

Sky and Earth, Sacerdotium and Regnum, that is implied by the 

whole operation.*** But more tlian the mere acts is re<]uired if their 

ultimate purpose, of which the acts ate only the symbols, is to be 

realised. It is explicit that "neither by action nor by sacrifices can 

He be reached” {nakistam karmana nasad . .. na A),**** whom 

to know is our highest good:““ and at the same time repeatedly 

affirmed that the Sacrifice is performed, not merely aloud and visibly, 

but also "intellectually” i,e. silently and invisibly, 

within you. In otlier words, the practise is only the external support 

and demonstration of the theory. The distinction is drawn accord¬ 

ingly between the true self-sacrificer (sadyaji, saiisad, aimaydfi) and 

the one who is merely present at a sacrifice (sattrasad) and expects 

the deity to do all the real work {devaya^)'** It is even stated in 

so many words that "Whoever, being a Comprehensor thereof per¬ 

forms the good work, or is simply a Comprehensor (without actually 

performing any rite), puts together again the dismembered deity, 

whole and complete”;*** it is by gnosis and not by works that that 

world is attainable.*** Nor can it be overlooked that the rite, in 

which the sacrificer's last end is prefigured, is an exercise in dying, 
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and ^erefore a dangerous undertaking in whidi the saccificer might 

actually lose his life prematurely; but "the Comprehensor passes on 

from one duty to another, as from one stream into another, or from 

one refuge to another, to obtain his weal, the heavenworld".'** 

We cannot describe in detail the "wilds and realms” of the 

Sacrifee, and shall only consider that most significant part of the 

Burnt-offering {agnihotra) in which the Soma oblation is poured 

into the Fire as into God’s mouth- What is Soma? Exoterically, an 

intoxicating drink, extracted from the juicy parts of various plants 

and mixed with milk and honey and filtered, and corresponding to 

the mead or wine or blood of other traditions. This juice, however, 

is not itself Soma until "by means of die priest, the initiation and 

the formulae”, and "by faith" it has been made to be Soma, tran- 

substantially and "Though men fancy when diey aush the plant 

that they are drinking of very Soma, of him the Brahmans under¬ 

stand by ’Soma' none tastes who dwells on earth”.*’* The plants 

made use of are not the real Soma plant, which grows in the cocks 

and mountains {gift, asman, adf 'i), in which it is embodied.*'* 

The "pacification” or slaying of King Soma, the God, is rightly 

called the Supreme Oblation. Yet it is not Soma himself, "but only 

his evil" that is killed:*** it is, actually in preparation for his en¬ 

thronement and sovereignty that Soma is purified;’** and this is a 

pattern followed in coronation rites {r^asuya) and descriptive of 

the soul’s preparation for her own autonomy {svofif). For it must 

never be forgotten that "Soma was the Dragon” and is saaificially 

extracted from the Dragon's body just as the living sap (rasa) is 

extracted from a decorticated tree. It is in agreement with the rule 

chat the "Suns are Serpents" that have cast and abandoned their 

dead reptilian skins**' that Sonia’s procession is described: "Even 

as the Serpent from bis inveterated skin, so (from the bruised 

shoots) streams the golden Soma*jet, like a sportive steed”.*** In 

just the same way the procession and liberation of our immortal 

Self from its psycho-physical sheaths (koSa) is a shaking off of 

bodies,*” or as one draws a reed from its sheath, or an arrow from 
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even as ite (Quiver to £nd its mark, or as a snake skin is slouched; 

the serpent casts its skin, so does one cast off all his evil”.*** 

We can now mote easily understand the identification of Soma 

juice with the Water of Life, that of out composite elemental soul 

(bhuthman) with the Soma shoots from which the regal elixir is 

to be extracted,**® and how and by whom "what the Brahmans mean 

by Soma” is consumed In our hearts {hftsu)y^* It is the life-blood 

of the draconian soul that its harnessed powers now offer to their 

Overlord,**’ The sacrificer makes Burnt-offering of what is his and 

what he is, and is emptied out of himself,*" becoming a God. When 

the rite is relinquished he returns to himself, from the real to the 

unreal.*** But although in thus returning he says "Now I am who 

I am”, the very statement shows that he knows that this is not really, 

but only temporarily true. He has been bom again of the Sacrifice, 

and is not really deceived. ‘'Having slain his own Dragon"*” he 1$ 

no longer really anyone; the work has been done, once and for all; 

he has come to ffie end of the road and end of the world, “where 

Heaven and Earth embrace”, and may thereafter "work" or "play” 

as he will; it is to him that the words are spoken, Lo tuo piaeere 

omta prende per duce . .. per eb'ic U scpra tt corcfic e mitrio.^*' 

We who were at war with ourselves are now reintegrated and self- 

composed: the rebel has been tamed idanta) and pacified {ianta)^ 

and where there had been a confiict of wills there is now una¬ 

nimity.*” We can only very briefly allude to another and very sig¬ 

nificant aspect of the Sacrifice that has been made by pointing out 

that the reconciliation of conflicting powers for which the Sacrifice 

continually provides is also their marriage. There ace more ways 

than one of "killing” a Dragon; and the Dragon-slayer’s bolt (^ajrd) 

being in fact a shaft of light, and "light the progenitive power", its 

signification is not only military, but also phallic.*** It is the battle 

of love that has been won when the Dragon "expires”. Soma as 

Dragon is identified with the Moon; as Elixir the Moon becomes 

the food of the Sun, by whom she is swallowed up oo the nights 

of their cohabitation (amdvasya), and ‘Vbat is eaten is called by 
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the eater's name and not its in other words, ingestion im¬ 

plies assimilation. 1q Meister Eckhart’s words, "T^ere the soul unites 

with God, as food with man, which turns in e7e to eye, in ear to eat; 

so does the soul in God turn into God"; for "what absorbs me, that 

1 am, rather than mine own self".*” Just as the Sun swallows up 

the Dawn, or devours the Moon, visibly and outwardly, daily and 

monthly, such is the "divine marriage" diat is consummated within 

you when the solar and lunar Persons of the right and left eyes, 

Eros and Psyche, Death and the Lady, enter into the cave of the 

heart and are united there, just as a man and woman are united in 

human wedlock, aod that is their "supreme beatitude".*** In that 

rapt synthesis {samadhi) the Self has recovered its primordial con¬ 

dition, "as of a mao and a woman closely embraced’’,*** and without 

awareoess of any distinction of a within from a without.*** "That 

Self art thou". 

No wonder, then, that we find it said diat "If one sacrifices, know¬ 

ing not this interior Burnt-offering, it is as if be pushed aside the 

brands aod made oblation in the ashes";*** that this is not a rite to 

be performed only at fixed seasons, but on every one of the diirty- 

six thousand days of one’s whole life of a hundred years;”® and that 

for the Cdmprehensor of this, all the powers of the soul incessantly 

build up his Fire even while he is asleep.*** 

This conception of the Sacrifice as an incessant operation and the 

sum of man's duty finds its completion in a series of texts in which 

each and every function of the active life, down to our very breath¬ 

ing, eating, drinking and dalliance is sacramentally interpreted and 

death is nothing but the final katharsis. And that is, finally, the 

famous "Way of Works" {karma tnarga) of the Bhagavad Gita, 

where to fulfil one’s own vocation, determined by one’s own nature 

(svakarma, svabhavatas^ Icturov neciTreiv, xoti cpijoiv). without 

self-referent motives, is the way of perfection (siddbi). We 

have come full circle, not in an "evolution of thought" but in our 

own understanding, from the position that the perfect celdsration 

of rites is our task, to the position that the perfect performance of 



oux tasks, wbatevcf they may be, is itself the celebration of the rite. 

Sacrifice, thus understood, is no longer a matter of doing specifically 

sacred things only on particular occasions, but of saaificing {making 

Sacred) all we do and all we are; a matter of the sanctification of 

whatever is done riatorally, by a reduction of all activities to their 

principles. We say 'naturally’' advisedly, intending to imply that 

whatever is done naturally may be either sacred or profane according 

to ouf own degree of awareness, but that whatever is done unmtat- 

ally is essentially and irrevocably profane. 



THE SOCIAL ORDER 

Ethics, whether as prudence ot 34 ut, is nothing but the scienCihc 

application of dcM:tifnal norms Co contiogent problems; right doing 

Of making are matters not of the will, but of conscience, or aware¬ 

ness, a choice being only possible as between obedience or rebellion. 

Actions, in other words, are in order or inordinate in precisely the 

same way that iconography may be correct or incorrect, formal or 

informal.*** Error is failure to hit the mark, and is to be expected in 

all who act instinctively, to please themselves. Skill (kauSalya^ 

ootpia). is virtue, whether in doing or in making: a matter needing 

emphasis only because it has now been generally overlooked that 

there can be artistic as well as moral sin. ’Yoga is skill in works”.**' 

Where there is agreement as to the nature of man’s last end, and 

that the Way by which the present and the paramount ends of life 

can be realised is that of sacriBcial operation, It Is evident that the 

form of society will be determined by the requirements of the Sac* 

ri£ce; and that order (yaiharthata) and impartiality (samadrsti) 

will mean that everyman shall be enabled to become, and by no mis¬ 

direction prevented from becoming, what he has it in him to become. 

We have seen that it is to those who maintain the Sacrifice that the 

promise is made that they shall flourish. Now the Sacrifice, per¬ 

formed in divinis by the All-worker (Vifvakama), as imitated here 

demands a cooperation of all the arts (viiva kamani),*** for ex¬ 

ample, those of music, architecture, carpentry, husbandry and that 

of warfare to protect the operation. The politics of the heavenly, 

social and individual communities are governed by one and the same 

law. The pattern of the heavenly politics is revealed in scripture and 

reflected in the constitution of the autonomous state and that of 

the man who governs himself. 

In this man, in whom the sacramental life is complete, there is a 

hierarchy of sacerdotal, royal, and administrative powers, and a 
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fourth class consisting of the physical organs of sense and action, 

that handle the raw material or "food" to be prepared for all; and 

if is clear that if the organism is to flourish, which is impossible if 

divided against itself, that the sacerdotal, royal and administrative 

powers, in their order of rank, must be the "masters", and the 

workers in raw materials their "servants”. It is in precisely the same 

way that the functional hierarchy of the realm is determined by the 

requirements of the Sacrifice on which its prosperity depends. The 

castes are literally "bom of the Sacrifice".*^® In the sacramental order 

there is a need and a place for all men’s work: and there is no mote 

significant consequence of the principle. Work is Saaifice, than the 

fact that under these conditions, and remote as this may be from out 

secular ways of thinking, every function, from that of the priest aod 

the king down to that of the potter and scavenger, is literally a 

priesthood and every operation a rite. In each of these spheres, 

moreover, we meet with "professional ethics". The caste system dif* 

fers from the industrial "division of labor", with its "fractioning of 

human faculty", in that it presupposes differences in kinds of 

responsibility but not iif degrees of responsibility; and it is just 

because an organisation of functions such as this, with its mutual 

loyalties and duties, is absolutely incompatible with our competitive 

industrialism, that the monarchic, feudal and caste system Is always 

painted in such dark colors by the sociologist, whose thinking is 

determined more by his actual environment than it is a deduction 

from first principles. 

That capacities and corresponding vocations are hereditary neces¬ 

sarily follows from the doctrine of progenitive rebirth: every man's 

son is by nativity qualified and predestined to assume his father's 

"character" and take bis place in the world; it is for this that he is 

initiated into bis father’s profession and finally confirmed in it by 

the deathbed rites of transmission, after which, should the father 

survive, the son becomes the head of the family. In replacing his 

father, the son frees him from the functional responsibility that he 

bore in this life, at the same time that a continuation of the sac* 



tificUl services is provided for.*** And by the same token, the 

family line comes to an end, not for want of descendants (since this 

can be remedied by adoption) but whenever the fanuly vocation 

and tradition is abandoned, fn the same way a total confusion of 

castes is the death of a society, nothing but a mob remaining where 

a man can diange his profession at will, as diough it bad been 

something altogether independent of hU own nature. It is, in fact, 

thus that traditional societies are murdered and that culture de¬ 

stroyed by contact with industrial and proletarian civilisations. The 

orthodox Eastern estimate of Western civilisation can be fairly stated 

in Macaulay's words, 

The East bowed low before the West 

In patient, deep disdain. 

It must be remembered, however, that contrasts of this kind can 

be drawn only as between the still orthodox East and the modern 

West, and would-not have held good in the thirteenth century. 

The social order is designed, by its integration of functions, to 

provide at the same time for a common prosperity and to enable 

every member of society to realise his own perfection. In the sense 

that "religion" is to be identified with the Taw'' and distinguished 

from the "spirit", Hindu religion is strictly speaking an obedience; 

and that this is so appears clearly in the fact that a man is considered 

to be a Hindu in good standing, not by what he believes but by what 

he does; or in other words, ^ his "skill" in well doing under the 

law. 

For if there is no liberation by works, it is evident that tiie prac- 

tical part of the social order, however faithfully fulfilled, can no 

more than any other rite, or than the affirmative theology, be re- 

garded as anything more than a means to an end beyond itself. 

There always remains a last step, in which the ritual is abandoned 

and the relative truths of theology denied. As it was by the knowl¬ 

edge of good and evil that mao fell from his first high estate, so it 

must be from the knowledge of good and evil, from the moral law, 

that be must be delivered at last. However far one may have gone, 
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there remains a last step to be taken, involving a dissolution of all 

former values. A church or society—the Hindu would make no dis¬ 

tinction—^at does not provide a way of escape from its own regi¬ 

men, and will not let its people go, is defeating its own ultimate 

purpose.**’ 

It is precisely for last step that provision is made in the last 

of what are called the “Four Stages" (airama) of life.*** The term 

itself implies tliat ever7man is a pilgrim (sramana)^ whose only 

motto is to "keep on going". The first of these stages is that of 

student-discipleship; the second that of marriage and occupational 

activity, with all its responsibilities and rights; the third is one of 

retreat and comparative poverty; the fourth a condition of total 

renunciation (sannyasu). It will be seen that whereas in a secular 

society a man looks forward to an old age of comfort and economic 

independence, in this sacramental order he looks forward to becom¬ 

ing independent of economics and indifferent to comfort and dis¬ 

comfort. I recall the figure of one of the most magnificent men: 

having been a householder of almost fabulous wealth, he was now 

at the age of seventy-eight in the third stage, living alone in a log 

cabin and doing his own cooking and washing with his own hands 

the only two garments he possessed. In two years more lie would 

have ^andoned all this semi-luxury to become a religious mendi¬ 

cant, without any possessions whatever but a loin cloth and a begging 

bowl in which to receive scraps of food freely given by others still 

in the second stage of life. 

This fourth stage of life may also be entered upon at any rime, 

if and only if a man be ripe for it and the call be irresistible. Those 

who thus abandon the household life and adopt the homeless are 

variously known as lenouncers, wanderers or experts {sannyast. 

pravrajaka, sadhu) and as Yogis. It happens even today that men 

of the highest rank, achievement and wealth "change their lives" 

in this way; this is literally a dying to the world, for their funeral 

rites are performed when ihey leave home and take to the open air. 

It would be a great mistake to suppose that such acts are in any way 
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peciitential; they much rather reflect a change of mind; the active 

life having been led in the imitation of the proceeding deity is now 

balanced by an imitation of the Deus absconditus. 

The mere presence of diese men in a society to which they no 

longer belong, by its affirmation of ultimate values, affects all values. 

Howc\'ef many may be the pretenders and shirkers who may adopt 

this way of life for a variety of inadc(.|uate reasons, it still remains 

that if we think of the four castes as representing the essence of 

Hindu society, the super-social and anonymous life of the truly poor 

man, who voluntarily relinquishes all obligations and all rights, 

represents its quintessence. These are those that have denied th«n- 

selves and left all to ’’follow Me". The making of this highest 

election is open to all, regardless of social status. In this order of 

nobodies, no one will ask "Who, or what were you in the world?" 

The Hindu of any caste, or even a bari)arian, can become a Nobody. 

Blessed is the man on whose tomb can be written, Hie facet nemo.'** 

These are already liberated from the chain of fate, to which only 

the psycho-physical veliicle remains attached until the end comes. 

Death in sain^hi changes nothing essential. Of their condition 

thereafter little more can be said dian that they are. They are cer¬ 

tainly not annihilated, for not only is the annihilation of anything 

real a metaphysical impossibility, but it is explicit that "Never have 

I rjot been, or hast thou not been, or ever shall not be".'®® We are 

told that the perfected self becomes a ray of the Sun, and a mover- 

at-will up and down these worlds, assuming what shape and eating 

what food he will; just as in John, the saved "shall go in and out, 

and find pasture". These expressiorw are consistent with the doctrine 

of "distinction without difference" {bhedabheda) supposedly pecu¬ 

liar to Hindu "theism" but presupposed by the doctrine of the single 

essence and dual nature and by many Vedantic texts, including those 

of the Brahma Sutra, not refuted by Sankara himself.”' The doc¬ 

trine itself corresponds exactly to what is meant by Meister Eckhart’s 

"fused but not confused". 

How that can be we can best understand by the ai^Iogy of the 
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ceUtioA of a ray of light to its souta, which is also that of the radius 

a circle to its centre. If we think of such a ray or radius as having 

'"gone in" through the centre to an undimensioned and extra^cosmic 

infinity, nothing whatever can be said of it; if we think of it as at 

the centre, it is, but in identity with the centre and indistinguishable 

from it; and only when it goes "out" docs it have an apparent posi¬ 

tion and identity. There is then a "descent" (avafarana)^* of the 

Light of Lights as a light, but not as "another" light. Such a "de¬ 

scent" as that of Krishna or Rama differs essentially from the fatally 

determined incarnations of mortal natures that have forgotten Who 

they are; it is, indeed, their need that now determines the descent, 

and not any lack on his part who descends. Such a "descent” is 

of one (he sole etso a si pieceand is not "seriously" involved in 

the forms it assumes, not by any coactive necessity, but only in 

"sport" (kfUa, Our immortal Self is "like the dewdrop 

on the lotus leaf",*'*^ tangent, but not adherent. "Ultimate, unheard, 

unreached, unthought, unbowed, unseen, undiscriminated and un¬ 

spoken, albeit listener, thinker, seer, speaker, discriminator and fore- 

Imower, of that Interior Person of all beings one should know that 

'He is my Self^"That art thou".*” 
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NOTES TO HINDUISM 

‘ RV.X.129.1-3; TS,V1.4i.3; S6.X.S.51, 2 «c. 

•tVX.niA, etc, 

3RVX1M, 'The; made &;basp;td (he $aai£c«, Yame outpoured his own doax 

body.” 

*RVX904-S, "Tltfr Bede the Erss-boro Penan tbeu saorifiejaJ nctccn." 

* The void dent, like ib cogoatee dans, ceo be used ia (he sloguier fo meaf> 

"Cod” or io (he plurd to meaa "Cods” or sometimes ’AogrU"; jost as we can say 
’'Spiric” raeaolog (he Holy Ghost, end also speak ol spirits, end amongst others even of 

"evil spirits.” The "Gods” of Proclus are the "Angels” of Dionysius. What may be 

called (he "hi^ Gods” ax« (be Persons of (be TnJai(y, A^, Iodra>V2yu, Aditya, or 
Brahmt, Siva. Vishnu, to be distinguished only, and tbm not always sharply, fron one 

anotber according to their funchoning and spheres of operation. The mixua penonAa 

of the dual MUravaruoau ox Agnendrau are the form of (be Sacerdoilum and Eegnum 

in ihinis; their Subjects, ^ "Many Cods,” axe the Manits Or Cales. The equivaknis 
in ourselves are on the one band the imrnaneot median Breath, sometiises spolcen of as 

Visadera, sometimes as Inner Man and Inmorral Self, and on the other Its extensions 
and subjects tfae Breaths, or powers of seeiog, hearing, thinldog etc. of which our 

elemental "soui” is the nnanimous composite, just as the body Is a eonipoaite of func- 

tiooaUy dlstingubbable parts that act In unison. Tbe Maruts and the Breaths ra^ act 

in obedience to their governing prloclpJe, or may rebel against It. All this Is, of course, 
an over simplified statement Cf. Note 129. 

•5B.X.5.2.15. 

»SBX.5J,ld, 

•TA.V.1.5: WU.II.d (a). 

•RVJ.52 etc. 

RVJC.31.7; X.8l.4i mn,8.9, 6, d. RV.X.d9.7; TS.VJ.4.7.3- 

RV.I.34.3 fwoRajytf . . . Saj^mye; iwoMoA dinavars; TS,U,5,2,4 
foSiahkyamiHid agaifAmau nirairiaiaaat; cf. 

BU.IV.J.n wuikaio bbStasya . . . etini iofvSni nibSvasitSai: MU.V1,32 etc. "Per 

all things arise Out of only one being" <6ehineo, iig. Her. XfV, 74). As in RVXi.90. 

*»SB.I.d.3.15, Id. 

"fs UQStrung.” vyasraitaala, Le. is disjointed, so (hat having been jointless, he is 

articolaied. having been one, Is divided and eveitome, like Makha (TA.V.1.3) aod 

Vftra (origloally jointless. RVJV.19.3, but dissevered, 1.32.7). Por ?raj3^tl*s fsU 

and reconstitution see dBJ.^3.55 and passim; PB.IV.lO.l and passlmi TB.).2.6.1; 

AA.CI(.2.6. etc. It is with reference to bis "division” that In KU.V.d the Immanent 

deity {dahh) is spoken of as "unstping'’ (tnjnAfamaaa); for be Is one in himself, 
but iDiuiy as be Is In bis childreo (£6.X.5.2.Id) from out of whom he canooc easily 

come together again {see Note 20). 

*»SBX.4,4.J. 

« PRVI.J.l. (Prajlpati); d. SB,rV.4.3.4. (Vrtra). 
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TSJ14.12.6. It Is aowwotthr thsl whereas the "Persoa io the rfght ere” U 

usuaUr spoken of as the Sun or solar Indra, it can eqoallr well l>e said that it is Su|9a 

(the Scorcher) that is saineo and when be falls enters into the ere as its pupil, or 

chat Vftra becomes the ri^e ere (SB.UI.13.II, 18). That is one of the msBr ways 
in which “Jodra is now what V{Lra was.” 

**MUJI.d, cf, S6.II! .9.1.2. “hfover," as in Paraduc. 1.11$. Queiii Hti car monali 

i parmotort. Q. l^wi, 898 C. 

>»AVJC.8.18, <f. SB.n.^J.}, JUBJ.U 2, mayy tl3u imm dtvatib. Cf. KB,VII.4 

ha« pHfMfe dtvMih; TSiV.I.4.S pripS mst dfvi . ,. /e/« patokfck juhoti ("The Gods 

in this man . , . they arc the Breaths ... in them he aaerifiees meraplir»call/'); 

KB.Vn.4. 

** TS.V.5.2.1 PraiipjiSb pfaji iTll^ ptetfina praptSa/. tahhyim puaer 

ttaiaitiipl; S3.I.d.3.3$ la tdirastaip perv^bib aa iaiika sambalua. 

AAIl.l.B. St Bonaveniura likewise equated racas with mtai (Da dn. ptaNfpiit 

21, aieeadera in mantf/a, rd tit, in trahatniiani mtatU); thU traditional lou^e wbkh, 

like so many others, must be dared back to the time when ”cave" and 'home" were 
One and the same thin& underlies the familiar symbols of mining end seekiog for 

buried trttsure (MU.VIJ? etc ). The powers of the soul {bhiiiim, a word that also 

means "gnomes") at work Irt the DtDd’tQOuntain, are the types of the dwarf miners 
who protect the ''Snow.white" Psy^e when sbe bas bittea ioto the fruit of good and 

e^il aod fallen into her death-like ale^ ia vbleh she retaaioa until the divine £ros 

awakens her and the fruit falU from her Ups. Vbo ever has understood the scriptural 
Mythos will recogmae iu paraphrases in the universal falrr'talea that were not created 

by, but have been inherit^ and faithfully transmined by the "folk” to whom the/ 

were origisaJIy eommunkated. It is one of the prune errors of historical and ralcooal 
analysis to suppose that the "truth" and ''original form” of a legend can be separated 

from io miraculous elemoics. It is in the marvels dsetnselvcs that the truth inheres: 

Tb fhivirdb^vv, 0$ voQ dXXq d;^xfl ^ Plato, Tbtntttv 1330. and in 

the seme way Aristotle, who adds 2kb Koi $ {pbXduvOoq fotiv 6 yd( 

ouYMitOb ^ {kw}ian(ojv, "So that the lover of myths, which are compact of 

wonders, is by the same token a lover of wisdom'' {^Hti^bytiet 982 B). Myth em* 

bodies tbe narest spproa^ to absolute loitb ihac can be stated ia words. 

>aBG.VI.$; cf. 8J.37 s Db.$$: AJ.149; RCmi. fdAibnami I.2$7 f., etc. 

MTS.II.3.1.2, 11.5,5,6; cf, V1A3.1: S6.1.2.3-5, 111.9,4,17, Xn.6.1-39.40; PB, 

XU.6.8, 9: Kau?. Up. UI.l AC.; cf. Bloomfield in JAOS. XV. 161. 

*‘TS,n,4.12,I, ABVIUS «e, 

saMsp^.Up. 111.2.8, Praioa Up, VI, 3, and see farther parallels in RttJtw cf 

Rtlipon, Nov. 1941, p. 18, Note 2. 

‘•KU.V1,13: MUJV,4ele, 

*^MU.V2I,n; 6U.II.^ No trace of hfonophysitism or of Patripassianism can be 

discovered io the so<all^ ''monism" of the Vetinta; the "non^ualsty" being that 

of two ostures coincidat without corapoaidoa. 

»“MU,VI.22; cf. Prai. Up, V.25 6vet. Up, V.IA; Muijd. Up. 11,2,8, 

«BUJV.4.24; TaitI, Up. Ill. 10.4; MU.VI. 1.2, 

»»RV.1.146.4; cf. John \A 

“RV.I.llM; BU.IV.16; Muod Up. 11.2,9; BGXm.l6. 

•* AV.X3,14; cf. Plato, larw} 898 D, WXh U^'* neoi,dyouoa fmSv sedvetL 

«RV,I.11S.1; AV.X8.44; AAllI.2.4. Autology {Hmn^fiaan) is the fuadameoal 

theme of s^ptore; but it must be undeistood thM this Self-knowledge differs from 



rfny «mpirkal knowledge of an object artumucK a^ wt Self is always the subject and 

can oevcr byome the object of knowledge; in Other words» nil definition of the 

ultimate Self must by by reraoiion. 

/ttw.w (wot «e, to breathe, cf. dT}i4;» dtrttt'ft) is primarily Spirirus, the lumioous 

and pneumatic principle, tod as such often equated with the Gale (m^m, piSa. root 

MS, » blow) of the Spitit wbicb ’'bloweth as it listeth“ (ysris r-afsm earat/j RV.X. 

166.4 as in John Being the ultimate essence in all things, iimnn acquires (he 

secondary sense of “self. " re^rdless of our level cf lefetence, which may be eidier 

somatic, psychk or spiritual. So that over over against our real Self, Hie Splrtf in our- 

seivea and all living things there is the "self/* of which we speak when we say T 

or "you. ' mean this or that man, So>and-so. In other words (here are rwo in us. Outer 

and Inner hfan, psycho'physkal personality and very Person. It Is rhetefore according 

to the context that we must traAslatc. Because the word iiivau, used rcfiexiveiy, can 

only be rendered by "setf* we have adhered to the sense of "seir* (hruughour. distin* 

guishing Srif from self by the capital, as is comoooly done. But it must W Clearly 

understo^ that the distinction is really of “spirit'' {nvelHia) from '"soul" (qpv)^) 

in the f^oUne sense. It is true that the ultimate Self, "this selTs immortal Self " 

(Kll.ill.2, VI,2), is identical with Philo's "soul of the soul" (»vx^l Vvxqg), and 

with Plato's '"irnfflortsl soul" as distinguished from the "morttl sosl," end that some 

translators reader SimoH by "soul”; but although there ere contexts in which "soul'' 

means ' spirit'* (cf. William of Thierry, ZphsU to tb* Btetbfen of Mott D/rw, Ch. XV, 

on this very problem of the distinction of 4«/flTd from ev/wrrr) it becomes dangerously 

misleading, in view of our current notioos of "psychology" to speak of the ultimate 

and unipeisal Seif as a "soul." It would be, for extample, a very great mistake to 

suppose that when a ''pbilosophat" such as Jung speaks of "man in search of a soul" 

this has anything whatever to do with the Indian search for the Self, or for that matter 

with (he iojunccion. Fvntt oeovciv. Tbe empiricist's "self" is for the metsphysiciao. 

just like all tbe rest of our environment, "not my Self," 

Of the two "sdves" referred to, the first is bom of woman the secorrd of the 

divine womb, the saalficial fire; and whoever has not thus been ' born again" is effeC' 

tivajy possess of but the oae and mortal self that Is born of tbe fiesh and must end 

with it cf, John III.6, Gal. "VI.6,1 Cor, 15.50 etc.). Heace in tho Lfpanishads 

and Buddhism the fundamenUi] questions "Who art thou^", and "By which seif?" 

is immortality atnlnable, the answer being, only by that Self that is immoral; tbe 

Indian texts never fall into the error of supposing that a soul that has Had a 

begummg in m'iyi* can also be immortal; nor. indeed, can we see that the Christian 

Gospels anywhere pur forward such an impossible docrrloe as this. 

•^BG.XJir.15. 16. 

«XU.JI.i8. 

« BU,IV.4.5. 

>» RVJ:.ii4.5, cf. m.5.4, V.3.1. 

«• RV,V.44.6, 

** K*iUyamilai (see Ctjloa Reutev, No. 5. 1907, p. 280). 

Sffuita VI1.4. Bfbad Davota 1.7074; MU.IV.6. 

RV.ni.54.8 vrham ekaia. 

** VS.V.J5 fyw/r asi vUvarSpam. 

♦» RV,V1.16 35, cf. nU9.l4. 

••RV.ni.3,10, X.115.1 etc. 

** RV.X.8,4, X.U2.3. 

4* For tbe Suadooc, the "ascent after Agoi* (TS.V.6B; AB.IV,20*22), etc., see 

my "Svayamllr?^! Janoa Coeli" in Zaimexi/ 11, 1959 (1941). 



"Wty, ' fram mrg = Ir^W. The docEriae of fhe vtiiigia ptdJi is 
cofiunon to Greeks Christiafi, Hirtdu and Buddhist teaching a^d is the buis of the 

iOMw^aphr of the ’ footprints." The foreruonen cae be traced by their spoor as far 

iS the Sundoor. Jaoiu Coeli, the End of the Road; beyOod that th^ oanoot be tracked. 
The S)tnboUstn of ireekio^. like that of ’erros” (sin) is a "failure to hit the soark," 

is one of those that have come dowa to us from the oldest hunting cultures; cf. Note S. 

*^Lo iTtiii mar J'isjera, Paradho 1,113. The "crossirig" b die incoto^eia 

of Epiuomii E. 

*^For this whole pategraph see my "%pirUk^ aathorhy anJ Tempond powtr in 

tkt Ivdtan theory of Coverameni, Amtrieen Orienuf Striet, JCCII. 1942." 

»'*BUJV.3,21 (rathu freely translated), cf. 3.4,3; CU.VrT.25J. "In the embrace 

of this sovran One that naughts the separated self of thiogs, being is one without 

distinction" (Evans, 1.348). We ore repeatedly told that the deity is "both wjthio 

and without", i.e, immanent and transceodcnt; in the last analysis this theologkal 

distinctioo breaks dowo, aod "Whoever is joioed uoto the Lord is one spirit” (I Cor. 

6.17). 

*i£UJ1.4 etc. Co true "Self'love" see references in H/ASA, 1939, p. 133. 

** BG.VI.29, Xiri.27. 

^’Meisler Eckharr, Bvans ).l39; cf. Sn. 705. 

Ma/hnawj, BL K, ictroduction, 

«SBX5.2.n, 12; BU.IV.3.21 etc. 

M TU.n.7. 

** For this whole paragraph see my "Uia" in JAOSAl. 1940. 

"Thou didst CDiTtiive this T and ’we' in oder that thou migbiest play the game 

of worship with ’Thyself, 

That all "I’s’ end 'tbou's’ abovld become ooe life." 

RAmi, Maihnawl 2.1787. 

Per sua difialia in pianta ed i& atfacoo 

Gmbio onesto rise e dolce gioco, 

Dante, Pmadiio XXV2I1.95. 96. 

^^CirJ.9.1, vn.12.1; TUJI.l.l. Space is the origin and eod of "name and aspect," 

s.e. of aajstence; the foot other elements arise frora it and retuio to k as to their 

prior. When, as often in Buddhism, account is taken only of four elecnents, these are 

the concrete bases of matcial things; cf. St Bonaventura, De red, arl'iim ed fheoi., 

3, Quht^ne sent eorpore mnadi s'impUeia, teilret nuetuot elemeaie el ^vinte essenue. 

Just as also in eoily Greek philosophy the "four roots'' or "dements’' (fire, air, eartb 

and water of Empedokles, etc.) do qoi Include the spatial ether, while Plato meedoos 

all five {Bpinomit 981 C), and as Hemes points out ’’(he existence of all things 

that are would have been impossible, if space had not existed as an antecedent coo* 

dition of their being" (Ascl. 11.15). It would be absurd to suppose that those who 

apeak only of four "elemeDts" were not conscious of this rather ^vloos cooslderation, 

^UUJIA VIJ6; that is to say, apparently (nw> divided in things divided, but 

really undivided (BGJCin.lfi, XVin,20). cf. Hercoes Uh. X.7 where "souls see 

"so to speak’" (Sonap) parcelled out and partitioned ofi from the One All Soul. 

^ /aJms/, prefiS-nitri etc., KU.Vl.lO, MU.VI, 30, Kaus. Up. UI4. 

« bfU JII.2f. 

5BJI,2,2.8, XU.iA etc. Cf. Notes 199. 204. 

« RV.V,86.5, X.634 etc. 

•« AVJC 7.59. X1.4,19. JUBJV.23.7, BU.rV.3.37, 38 «. 
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WRVX9M; AVX.vm.lj KU.IV.IJ; Sv«t nr.15 etc 

«• Sa^Uricirri, Sva/mofiifipM. 95. "nie "wfW«^icfUf«'' {jtgceeitta = 
VQ^To;) euy be nJkd the form of the <iivine ocnnisclnce^ aod i$ paradigm, 

»pirt from ticoe, of all existence, the "creatioo” bring exemplary, cf. my 'Vedie 

BzeapJaxisra’ ira HJA3J, 195^. “A preeursoc of the Ifido*lreniafi aru and eves of 

the Platook idcn is found 10 the Sumetkn ghh-^lMr, the outline, plan, or pattern 

of thiii|s^h(ch*are'tc^be, designed by the Gods at the oeation of the world and fixd 

in the heaven in order to detenoine the immueibility of their erention" (Albright 
in JAOS.54, 19 J4, p. 130. cf. p. 121, note 48), The "wOtid pkBi/e" is Plato’s 

mpdfieiYMO cil3ivd, (r/w«/<vr29 A, )7 C), Hermes’ xu d^feu-Tov ef6«{ (Lfi, I.g) 
aod St. Augustine's "eternal mirror which leads the minds of these wlw lo^A in it 

to a knowledge of all creaCuies, and better than elsewhere’’ (s« Bissen, L’ExempUism 

dfwff uhft St. Bouaptmara, 1929. p. 59, note 5); cf. St. Tliorans Aquinas, Sam. 

Thael., 1.12.9 and ICS onu/W jh vUaHtar in Dee s/eat re quodam speenh imelth 

iibit! ... see mteassivt. sad iintd. When the body>dweller, eonuolilng the powers 
of Che soul that irize apon what Is their own in sounds, etc., glows, then he Mes the 

Spirit oueoded in the world, nod the world to the Spirit" {Makabharaia 

ni,2l0); "I behold the world as a picture, the Spirit” {Siddhinta}nakiii>at1, p. l8l). 

•^BU.J.4.10; Ptai, IV.IO. Omniscience presupposes omnipresence, and conversely. 

« SA.XIIJ; CU.VTU etc, 

••RVJ.Id4.20. 

••RV.X.UdJ, 

Up. m. 1.1-5. 

^•BUII,5.l5, fV.4.22, Ka«ij. Up, JII,8 etc,; similarly Plotinus, Bnneadt. V1.S,5. 

'•Baradise, XIII.ll, 12. 

James 3.6. 

’•MUJI1.2;BGXJII.21. 

»“MUJt.6. Vll.ll.e, etc. 

••AAjn.2.4; BU.UIAU.IV.S.IS etc. 

JIIB.T.28.8, and ainsilerly for the other powers of the souL 

Sartkarfedrya on Bt. SStra 1.1.5, Saiyam, aeivatad aaya^ tadttarh this very 

important afirmetlon is amply supported by earlier ta:t& e.g. RV.VIII.43.9, X.72.9; 

AV.X.8,13; BU.ni,7.25, fll.S.ll, fV.5.57, 58i Svet. Up, n.ld, IV. 11; MU.V.2 etc. 
There is no individual transmigrant essence. Cf. John 111,13 "No man hath ascended 

up to beaveo, but he that came down from heaven, even the Son of (the) Man, 

vriiicb is in heaven." The figure of the Und-Ieech in BU.IV.4.5 do« noc imply the 
pessing over from one body to another of an individual life other thin that 0/ the 

universal Spirit but only of a "part as it were" of this Spirit wrapped up m the 

actirities that occasion the prolon^on of becoming (SsAkariclcya, Br. Sutra 11.3 45, 
UI.l 1). In ocher words, life is renewed by the living Spirit of which the seed Is the 

vehicle, while the nature of this life is dettrmined by the properties of (he seed itself 

(BUJn.9.28, Kauf Up. 111.5. and similarly St. Thomas Aquinas, Sum. Tbeoi. Ill, 

32.11) aod so as Blake expresses it, "Man is bom like a garden, ready planted and 
sown, ’ All that we inherit from our ancestors is a character; the Sun is our real 

Father. Accordingly, as in JUB.in.l4.10, M,I.265/d, and Aristotle. Phyi. 11.2. 

fivOocono; ydp (Mqqviov yewg as rightly understood by St. Thomas Aquinas. 

Sum. Thael., 1.115.3 ad 2, and Dante, Da meaatekra DC, cf, St. Booiventura, 
Da rad. artiam ad ibeoiogtam, 20. {Vicksteed’s and Cornford's remarks In the Loeb 
Library Pbyiiei. p. 126, show ttiat they have nor grasp^ rbe doctrine itself J. 

••SBX4.4.1. 



MBG.III.27, XVin.I7. d. ;UB.1.3.2; BUJn.7.23j MU.VI.JO, «K. Sittilirir 

S II 2>2; Udim 70. etc. To tb« conceit ” T em ' end " ’I' do'’ 

ill) eoxftopoods Greek ohv3\{=84|o (PWw/ 92 A. 244 C), for Philo, this 

oCnoi? is "ikio to untai^ht i|norance " (1.93); the toled (lut says 1 plant* is 

Impious (1.53); "I dee® oothing so sfaiflieful as to suppose Chat ‘I exert my aaiod 

or ray sense’" (1.78). Plutarch owpl« olTym with Turpo? (11.39 D). It Is from 

the same poiot of wew that St- Thornes Aquioas says that "In so far u mea are 

sinners, they do aot exist *l aU” (Sew. Tirol., 1202 ad 4); and in accocdantt mih 

the axiom Eni ft ionum toavrrtuntar that set and Afar ar« oot only "being' and ’aon* 

beioi" but also "good* and "ewiJ*' (ej. in MUJII.l aod BG.Xni.2l). Whatever 

"we * do inoxe or less tbao correctly is 'amiss" aod should ooly be regarded as a thing 

not done at all. For example "Whet in the laud falls short is oot-lauded, what is over¬ 

much is ill-lauded, what is exactly lauded is acru&lly lauded** (JB.I.35S).That wtal is 

not done **iight'’ fiil|bt as well not have beta dose &l all, and is striedy speakiog 

* oot an act" iakriam), uodcrlies the tremendous emphasis that is laid upon the option 

of a "correct' perfonoance of rites or other actions. The finil result is that "we’* 

are the authors of whatever is done amiss, aod therefore cot really • 'dofte * at all: while 

of whatever is actually done, God is the auibor. Just as io our own experience, d I 

make a table t)»c does not Sfani I am "no carpenter*', aod the table oot really a table; 

while if I make a real Cable, it Itf not by my self aa this man but "by art" that the 

table is really made, *'i" being only an efBcicnt cause. In the same v^y the Innet 

1^00 is distinguisbed from the demcotal self as promofor {htajiu) from opwror 

MU.UI.g etc,)- The operation is mechanical sod servile: the operator bei^ 

only free to the extent that his own will is so identified with tbe patron's that he 

becomes his own "employer" (iisa.jisr). "My service is perfect freedom *. 

•> JUB.ni.U etc Cf, my 'Tbe *E* at Delphi”, Revfew o\ Rtfi/gion, Nov. 1941. 

« TS.l. 5.7.6. 

**Prai. Up, VI.3; d. answers io CU.ni.14.4 and Kaus Up,, Il,l4; 

«CU,V11I.12.1: MUJ1I,2, VI.7. For tbe fita^itiv, AA.IW and RV, V.50,1. 

MAA.n.S; SA.n,4; MU.VI. 50, cf. TS.I.g,3.l. Kriakriyf, "all in art” corresponds 

to Pali kaifotluiTa»}yfta io the well known "Arhat formula”. 

•* AmfiaiivA is literally "oot dying*, and so far as botn beings, whethrt ^ 

nea are corKerned. does aot imply an everlasting duration but (he "whole of life , 

i.e, "not dying" premarurdy (SB.V4.1.1. IX.J. 1.10; P8XXJI.12.2 etc.). Thus ^ 

whole of man's life (^ni=aeon> is a hundred years (RVJ.895. 11.27.10, etc ); that 

of the Cods a "thousand years'* Or whatever ibis round number is taken to n^ 

(SBXIA6, 15 etc ). So when the Gods, wbo were originally "mortal” obuin (hear 

'immorrslity" (RV.X.63.4; fiBXI.2.3.6 «c.) tW* is to be tiien « 

only means that as compered with mortal men, their life Is longer (SB.VII.5,1.10, 

Ankara on Bf. Silts 12.12 tod II.3.7, etc). God alone, as being 'unborn', or ’bom 

ooJf as it weie”, is unmoral absolutely; Agni, vtMpusiag «dt&vio<, alone 

immorlai amongst mortals, God ansoogst Gods' (RVJV.2.1: $B,II,2.2.8 etc.). 

His timeless (akila) nature is that of tbe "now’* witiwut duration, of which we, wbo 

can only think in terms of past and future (ibSiaa bbavjata). have fWrt and cannot 

have experience. Prom him all things proceed, and in him all are unified (tio fifimaarf) 

at law (AA.ll.3.8 etc.). There are, in other words, three orders of "not dying*', that 

of man's longevity, that of the God's tevittfoity, and *at ol God’s without 

duration (on ’’aevitemity” cf. St. Thomas Aquinas, Jaw. Tfitfoi., 1.10.5). 

The Indian texts laid themselves to no illusions: ail things under tbe Sun ut 

ifl tbe power of Death (SBJI.J.J.?); and io so fax as be descends into the worid, tbe 

deity himself Is a "dying God”; there is no possibility of never dying in the body 
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(SB. U.2.2.1< X.4.3.9, JUB. III.38.I0, etc.}; bifCb uii death are iAse^arablf can- 

CeCted (BGJ1.27: AJV,157; So. 742), 

It ma; be observed that GV, «i^CEvaoia has aimilai valoes; for tbe "moruJ 

iouDortalif/’, of. Plato. Syn^Mifro 207 D>20e B, aod Hercnea, Uh. XI. 1.4 a and AitL 

111.40 b, 

£6.11.3.9 9; Bai.3.2 etc. 

••AVJC.a.44. cf. AA.nU.4. 

^Mathaaw. VT.723 f. 

•*RV.!X.113.9; JUBJn.28-3; £A.Vn.22; BUJT.1.17, U; a;.Vni,3.4, VIU.U 

(cf. D,1.72) ; Taitl.Up.tll.lO.S (Ii3te Joha X.9). 

•»IlV.lXBe.3, X.168.4; of. John 1J2.8: 16. 

“BG,JXJ9. 

lube X1V.26, cf. MU.VI.28 "If to son and wife and famil; he be attached, for 

such an one, no, never at all*'; Sn^O; Meistec Eckhart, "As long as thou atill knowesc 

who thy father and thy aotber have been in time, thou art not dead with tbe real 

death" (PfdSer, p. 462). O. Note 193. 

«BU.IV.4.14: CU.VTM.6, VnB.4 etc. 

««BU.U,2, 

•’jai.l7: SB,VU.2.l,6 with VII,3,1,12; BU.IT.l.ll and innumenhle texts dJSer* 

enriatin^ the rwo selves. Tbe doctrine is universal, notably lodiao, IslafluCr Platonic aod 

Chri&dan. Cf. "On beins in one’s right mind'. of Rtlipen, V1I.32f. 

••SBJ.6.4.21, IU.9.4.25; KBJCV,3; JUBJIL14J. 

TS.V.3.2.1, cf. £B.I.6.3>93, 36: SahkaHdrya, Br. SSira 11,3.46; 

weTS,V.5,2,l. 

101 gB,lII.8.1.2, etc. 

iMgB.U.4,1.11, 1X5.1.33. 

i**BU.I.4,lO, IV.3.7. Cf, Meister Eckhart, "Wer got tninnet iUc sirten got unde 

got an beret fbr slneo got und im di mite iSaet genuegen daz ist nur als, ein 

angeloubic mensche" (Pfeiffer, p. 469). 

»«£B.VII.2.l.4 etc. 

i«stS.VlI.2,10.2. At such a "seance ’ the Self (Spirit) j$ the guerdon and k is 

iaasaoch as tbe sacrificers obtain the Self as their reward that they go to heaven 

{i/mo'daisiaa^ vai se/irara, SimiMom tvo aiiva savargaa hlum yiaiti. TS,V1I.4.9>1> 

cf. PB,1V.9.19). 

««TSJB.4.U AV.IU.13,5.6, 

AA.nJ.2, "He", the imatsneet Breath (Pfafa), Vatnadeva. The point is that 

tbe cranscestdeacal Syllable (d^j^resOm) is the source of all uttered sounds (cf. 

CU.n,23. 24), itsrif reiTttiAiog inexhaustible (tfirer«),~pouHng forth bat never 

poured out. [There is no separate word for "gifts" in the original rest]. 

i»’RV,Vin.92.32 (cf- Plato, PWo, 62 B,D>, V.g5.8 (similarly VJI. 19.7, lodra) 

and U.ll.l. 

\09yasor Jbiri. TS,V.4.8.1, V.7.3.2; SBJX.5.2-3; AA.ll.1.2, 111.1,2; lrfU.VI.37; 

BG.ni.lOi etc. Wedding gifts, PB.VII.IO: ABJV.27; JB-I.145i £B.I.8.3.12 etc. 

»»RV.V1U.70.3. 

“«AA.11.2.3;Kau5. Up. 111.1. 

RV.paasim; d. TSJI.J.11.4> 5; BU.rV,4.19. 

£BJa.2.6.13.14. See also toy "Atmayajfia" in HJAS, 6, 1942. 
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$8X4,5.24 «U. 

SB.XJ,4.16. 

$B JCn.2.3.12. 

““AB.VJI.31; SB.m.4.3,l3. Xn.7.3.U. 

RVX.8.34. 

*>« RV.V.45.4; SB.in.4.5.15 «W. 

“»$B.ni.?-4.17,l8. 

>» SBJII.3.2.6. 

“iPB.XXV.154. 

»«RV1X.86.44. 

““TS.Vll.4.9; PB.rV5.l$*22; JUB.1.:5,3 IH.30.2; CU.VIII.IK cf. BU. 
IJI.7.3 f; CU.VI2I.12.1. Attfiament of immoruliC/ is th« bod? is ireposUble ($B.X. 

4.3.9 etc.). Cf. Thatie, 67 C 'lC«(harsjs (^iaidha katcna) is Cbe sspirvion of th« 

soul from tbs body, fts fir «s (hac is possibk". 

SBJI.5.2.47; BUJV.4.7, lad pisiim. 

IIS MUIII.3 f. 

»»RV.1.168.3, 1,179.5. cf. X. 107,9 (anPoApefom). 

Cf. Philo, 1.76. *'tD pouc eu( as 1 libilioQ the blood 0/ the soul aad to offer as 

lAceose xbt whole mind to God eur Saviour and Beoefactor”. 

““SB.III.8.1.2; TS.1.7.5.2. As it was in the beginning, RV.XpO.S; SB.Ul.9.1.2. 

^“*The Gods are true, or real (tatyaai), men false or unreal <4»r/«n). AB.1.6, 
1.4,1116^.4.1 etc. [uAivemls are real, particulars ucueal}. The initiated aacrificec 

has fallen ava? flora this world aod is temporarily a God. Agnl or Indra ($6.(12.3.3.10 

etc.) ; and if no provision were made for his reram to Che world of fi>en, he would be 

liable to die prematurely <TS4.7.6.6 etc). Tbe redesceat is therefore provided for 
(TS.V1I,3.10.4; PB.XVJIT.lO.lO; AB.IV,2i); and it is in retumjn| to tbe human 

world of unreality or falsehood and becoraiog this man So.and.so once mote tbt be 

says "Now I am whore 2 am*' (ahatn ya evijmi jo'jmi, $B,I.9.3'23. AB.V1(,24); a 

tragic confessioa tlwt be is * once again consdoos of a more limited, even a bodily and 
earthly life' (hiacdooald, Phaam/es, 1858, p. 317). For there cm be no greater sorrow 

than to reHecl that we still are whet we are (Cloird of UnliHOttiiai, Ch. 44). 

““TSJl.54.5. 

“»P*ffga»ew, XXV1I,151, :42. 

sa»BG.Vl,7. fitiimanoh ptaSitiiasya pgroni/mS itmibiuh, "The Supreme Self of 

the individoal'Self is 'compmed' 4gmiJhF) when the latter has been 

conquered and packed ". Observe that to "pacify' is IJtaraUy to give the quietus. 
SSafi, "peace", is not for any self that will not die. The root, /are, is pceseoi also in 

Jgmayiff, the "butcher" who "quiets" the sacrihcUl victim in the external litual (RV, 

V43.3, $8JII,8.5.4 etc.) j the ucrifkec "quenches" (iereayw//) the Are of Vanma's 
wrath (TS.V.l.d; $BJX.1.2.l>; within you, it is tbe higher Self that "paelfins” the 

individual self, quenches its lira. Whoever would be "at peace with hicoseif' must 

lave died to himself. O. RtpaWe, 556 £; Gorgioi, 462 C; Timatus 47 D; aod 

«//<$.VI.389, 1942 ("On Peace"). 

Cf. RVJ.32.5 vafftsg=U.ll.i tdfytpa as in Menu I.B tdrym mrrM uid in the 
sdkse of RV.X. 95.4 vutasena. On the ^ haiitr. DuenchicCreeDl by a Kiss, 

see W, H. Scho£eld, Stages an she UhtoMS Deseonas, 1895, 199 

»M|B,X6.2.1, 

lu Kfeister Bckhart, Evans I.2B7. 380. Our highest good is thus to be devoured by 



*Kose#r Deus i£&is coASuatti”, C(. XJ. I9i$, pp. m. Hi »nd. fuither. 

Dance, PansHtc XXV2.51, Con 4utmti dtati intito imor ti mctdei Kis kis, who is 

both Love and Death, awoltens us Co becoming here, and his love-bite to bein£ liiere. 

Cf. my ' SuA'klM" ia /AOS. 60, 1^. 

*«SB,X.5i,Xl, 12. 

BU.l,4,5. 

's* Sa x, d. SB.n2.4.7, 8; M.1.77. 

>«SB.X.5.i.J; AA.I/.3.a. 

SBX,J.3.12. 

/eer, juu as the forcns of images are prescribed in the Siipal&stros, so those 

of action are prescribed In Che Dharma-iislras. Art and prudence are both equal ly 

sciences, differing only from pure metaphysics io the fact of their application to 

jattibilia and ngibiVa. The fact that there is an application to cooilngent problems in¬ 

troduces an eJeraeoT of conticgency into the laws ihejusdvcs, which arc nor idendcat 

for ad castes nor in all ages. In this sense, the tradition is adaptabie to changing 

conditions, always provided that the solutions are derived directly from the hrat prin¬ 

ciples, which never change. In other words, while (here can be a modliicadon of laws, 

only those laws thee can be reduced to tbe Eternal Law can ever be called correct. There 

is, in the same way, necessarily and rightly, as application of pure metapliyaica to the 

variety of religions that correspond to the variety of human needs, e^ of whkh 

religions will be "(he true religion" ro the extent that It refiects the eternal principles. 

In saying this we distinguish beeween cnetaphysics and "philosOfdiy" and are not 

suggesting that any systonatlc or naturaJ philosophy can presume to the validity of 

the theology that Aristode ranks above all other sciences (Mfuphy/hi, 1,2,12 f, 

Vl.l.iOf). 

*^’BO.II.30; also "Yoga is the resigoation (Mwuylrd} of works", BO.VI.2. 

la other words, yoga does not mean doiog less or more than enough, nor doing nothing 

at all, bat doing without atu^eot to the fruit of works, taking no thought for the 

morrow t he sees indeed, who sees inaction in action, ind action io inaction (BG.IV.iS 

and pasiim). This is the Chinese doctrine of urn uto!. 

Yogfi is litenlly and etymologically a ^'yoking”, as of horses: and in rbls connection 

It will not be overlooked that in India, as in Cre^ psychology, the "hones” of the 

bodily vehicle ace the sensitive powers 1^ which it is drawa this way or that, for good 

or evil, Or to its ultimate goal If the horses are contiolled by the driver to whom they 

are yoked by tbe reios. The Jodividuality Is the team, the Inner Controller or Inner Man 

the rider. The man, then "yokes himself like an uoderttaoding horse” (RV.V.46.1). 

As a physical aod aeotaJ disciplioe. Yoga Is Contemplation, dlaia^, dhyina and 

samidbi correspooding to Qtfistiafl considtratio, eontemplaih and exeftsnt or foptus. 

lo its coosiuamatiofi and total significance^ yoga ifopUes the reduction of sepexsted 

things to their unitary principle, and (bus what is sometimes called ”CQys(icaJ unioo”; 

but it must be clearly realised that yoga differs from "oystical experience” in being, 

not a passive, but an active aod coiurolJed procedure. The perfected yogi can pass 

from one state of being to another at will, as for otample, the Buddha, M.1.249. 

Every Hlodu is to some extent a practitioner of Yoga, and just what this implies 

is adenir^ty stated la Plato, R^publieSli D f., et{ erSwotav edtO d.cpu(i}i^os. 

' \^eo, however, it becomes a question of more intensive contemplation, and the 

intention is to scale the uttermost heights, the practitioner must be prepared by suitable 

physical exercises, and must especially have acqoired a perfectly balanced control and 

awareness of the whole process of breathing, More he proceeds to any mental exer¬ 

cises: not Can any of exercises be safely undertaken without the guidance of a 
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mASier, Some idea of (be oatuie of (be £rst steps, bf vhidi the vassal stream of 

tbou^l is airested aod brought uodu cootrol, ^1 be gaioed if the altetapt is made 

CO think of seme one thing, oo fnattee «haC. fw so loog a period ersi as (eo secteds; 

it will be foufid svitb surprise, and perhaps embarrassme&t, that eeeo this caaoot be 

doae withoot much practise. 

fB,IX.5.1.42. fo the same way that the Ouistian Saeri£ce demaods the col* 

iaboratioo of all (be arts. 

Tlte best dismsaion of this will be found lo A. M. Hoeart Ltt Castts, Paris. 

1935^. 

*^*AAJL4,S (Ail. Up, 1V,4) “For the perpetuation of these worlds. For thus are 

these worlds perpetuated. That is his being bore again. This self of his Is put in his 

place for the doing of holy worhs. That other Self of his> having done «hat there 

was to be doee^ enres loto the Gale and departs. That is his diird birth", ef. JUB.m. 

9-6, hCU.VI.JO, The ioberitance of vocations provides for (be coetiauitr of divioe 

service. Prom the same point of view in Plato. 773 B t-, **CoocenuQg narriage 

... it is deaeed that we should adhere to the erer-productive nature by proridlog 

servants of God in oar own stead; and this we do by always leaving behlod us 

children's dslldreo". Sumtarly $6.1.8.1.31 ramer prayouaru Aevaja/yS. 

arr ^n 2.aw and liberty rf. Sl Augusdoe. D« tpMm tt litttta. It ts by the Spiritual 

Power that the Temporal power is freed from its boadage {bfahmaMivenam iimat/ 

povthbaaia maUca/i, TS-II.4,13). 

>«*MUJV,4. See also Sahka^rya. Br. Sim. SBE. Vol. XXXVUl, Index, s.v. 

“Stages of life (i/rewe)”. The £rst three lead to heavenly states ef being, ooly the 

fouith, which may be entered upoo at any to an ebsolura inmortaluy to God. 

Oo the fourth a/reara cf. Plato, “But wirh the advance of age, when the soul begins 

to aRaia maturity . . . they should do nothing but (consider all time and all being), 

unless as a by*work, if they are to lead a blessed life and when they finish crown 

the life they have led (here) with a corresponding lot there .. , wheo titey reach that 

life io whi^ they will be born again” {Rtpu^c, 498 C D ^>lh 484 A). True pbilos* 

Ophy is an ar/ Pt&fifnii {Pbaaia, gl, 64, 67). 

'Blessed is the kingdom wherein dwells one of them; an an instant they will 

do more lastlog good than all the outward acdons ever done ’ (Meistec Eckhart, Evaos 

1.102); and as he also says "while other people watch, they will be sleeping”, tf. 

BC.1I.69. For those whom we call “useless' are (he "true pilots" (Plato, Rtpablre 

489f). 

BG.U.12. 

Br. Sitta 11.3.43 f. Das Gupta. Indian Piilosophy, n.42 f. 

2** Aws«rtfA0=HaT65(ioi(, is in R^pablie $19 D and John III. 13. The "renira 

to the rave" of those who have inide (he "steep asceot” corresponds to the Sacrlfker's 

redescent for whkh references are given ia Note 129. 

Avoir varies >n oeamog from "come over” to "overcome", the latter meaiuag 

predominating in the earlier tests. The meaning "dcsceod" is often expressed in other 

way or by other verbs such as avairaa or availf>i. profi-i, (pr«r>)4»wr«^. The 

earliest reference to Vishnu's “descent" may be TS.L7.6.1. 2 . . . pmar man hkaat 

pratyavafcba, d. SBX1.2.}.i where Brahma ima/i loida ., , pr^yavoif. In view of the 

later recognltioa (bat the Buddha was an avaiata, cf. JJ.$0 where the Buddha descends 

{oruyba^avafoba) from the Tusita heaven to Cake birth, the illustradon of (his event 

at Sharbut inscribed bbautvo ckOtti {aavakfomofi), and DbA.ni.226 where he 

descends {otafitvS^avatittvi) frora heaven at SaAkassa 

For the idea of a "descent” otherwise phrased, see JtJ6JU.28.4: 6BXSJ.3.3 and 

BG.IV.S f. O. Ciofnaniiae HcaiUts in.20 "He alone has it (the spirit of Christ) 
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«bo ba* cbaoged hb (oias and bb ii«n» *e b«git»nio| of the wld and » 

mppared again and again in the woiW''. , w-vrv 
»«• See Hole 57 tod ’Tlay and Seriousness’' in of FMoiOpbj WLXIA. 

550-552. mty* and HU, Ibe constant and the variable, are Being and Becoffling, m 

Eternity and Time. _ 

is*aJJV.l4.5s hfi;.in.2; So.71, 213, M7 (lib KU.V.U). 812, 845; A,n.39. 

«»AA.I1I.2.4, cf. AV.X.8.44; JtJB,nU4.3; OIJV.IU, VI.8.7 f; Kao?. Up-1:2, 

1.5.6 etc. 

SAJCnit and previous ooce. 

All you have been, artd seen, and done, and thought, 

Not You, but /, bve seen and been and wrought , . 

pilgrim, Fii^image and Road 
Was but Myself toward Myself: and Your 

Arrival but Hjulf at my own Door. . , 
Ome, you lost Atoms, to your Centre draw . , , 

Rays that have wandered into DarUess wide, 

Retorn, tod back into your Sun subside" 

(u.PiBgetali). 
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BUDDHISM 



Waz doflket dich, ckz dich allef meist gefueget 

have zuo dec ewigcn wirheit? Daz isi, daz ick 

mich gelizen han vrt ich mich vaat. 

(Meister Bckhact, Pfeiffer p. 4(57) 

Daz der uagetribencQ men$chcn i$t ein gtiuse, 

daz ist dem getribenen ein herzenffoide. Ez is 

nleman gotes riche wan der ze grunde tot ist. 

( Meister Eckbart, Pfeiffer p. <500) 



INTRODUCTION 

The more super£ciaily ooe studies Buddhism, the more it seems 

to differ from the Brahmanism in which it originated; the more 

profound out study, the more difficult it becomes to distinguish 

Buddhism from Brahmanism, or to say in what respects, if any. 

Buddhism is really unorthodox. The outstanding distinction lies in 

the fact that Buddhist doctrine is propounded by an apparently 

historical founder, understood to have lived and taught in the sixth 

century B.C. Beyond this there are only broad distinctions of em¬ 

phasis. It is taken almost for granted that one must have abaodoned 

the world if the Way is to be followed and the doctrine understood. 

The teaching is addressed either to Brahmans who are forthwith 

converted, or to the congregation of monastic Wanderers (^pravra- 

jaka) who have already entered on the Path; others of whom are 

already perfected Arhats, and become in their turn the teachers of 

other disciples. There is an ethical teaching for laymen also, with 

injunctions and prohibitions as to what one should or should not 

do,"’ but nothing that can be described as a "social reform"' or as 

a protest against the caste system. The repeated distinction of the 

'true Brahman" from the mere Brahman by birth is one that had 

already been drawn again and again in the Brahmanical books. 

If we can speak of the Buddha as a reformer at all it is only in 

the strictly etymological sense of the word: it is not to establish a 

new order but to restore an older form that the Buddha descended 

from heaven. Although his teaching is "all just so and infallible",** 

this is because be has fully penetrated the Eternal Law (akMika 

dharmaY^ and personally verified all things in heaven or earth;** 

he describes as a vile heresy the view that be is teaching a "philo¬ 

sophy of his own", thought out by himself.*** No true philosopher 

ever came to destroy, but only to fulfil the Law. "I have seen", the 

Buddha says, "the ancient Way, the Old Road that was taken by 



the formerly All-Awakened, and that is the path I follow*';*^ and 

since he elsewhere praises the Brahmans of old who remembered 

the Ancient Way that leads to Brahma,*** there can be no doubt 

that the Buddha is alluding to "the ancient narrow path that 

stretches far away, wher^ the contempUtives, knowers of Brahma, 

ascend, set free" (vmuktah), mentioned in verses that were already 

old when Yijnavalkya cites them in the earliest Upanishad.*** 

On the other hand it Is expressly stated &at the Brahmans of 

today—although there are exceptions—have fallen from the graces 

that pertained to their pure and selfless ancestors.*** It is from this 

point of view, and in connection wldi the fact iti&t Buddha is bom 

in an age when the royal caste is more than die priestly caste in 

honour, that we can best understand the reason of the promulgation 

of the Upanishads and Buddhism at one and the same time. These 

two closely related and concordant bodies of doctrine, both of 

"forest" origin, ace not opposed to one another, but to a common 

enemy, The intention is dearly to restore the truths of an ancient 

doctrine. Not that the continuity of transmission in the lineages of 

the forest heemitages had ever been interrupted, but that the Brah* 

mans at court and in the world, preoccupied with the outward 

forms of the ritual and perhaps too much concerned for their 

emoluments, had now become rather "Brahmans by birth” {hrahna’ 

handhu) than Brahmans in the sense of the Upanishads and Bud- 

hism, "knowers of Brahma” {brahmavis). There can be little doubt 

that the profound doctrine of the Self had hitherto been taught 

only in pupillary succession (^guruparamparay to quallfled dis- 

dpies; there is plenty of evidence for this on the one hand in the 

Upanishads themselves*'* (the word itself implies "sitting close to" 

a teacher) and on the other hand in the fact that the Buddha often 

speaks of "holding nothing back”. The net result of these conditions 

would be that those to whom ^e Buddha so often refers as the 

"uninstructed multitude” must have entertained those mistaken 

"soul theories" and beliefs in the reincarnation of a "personality” 

against which the Buddha fulminates untiringly. 



It may weli be, Coo, that kiags themselves, opposing their aLCio> 

gant power to sacerdotal control, had ceased to <ioose their Brah¬ 

man ministers wisely.'** For that situation India himself, king of 

the Gods, ’ blinded by his own might" and misled by the Asuras, 

provides the archetype in On the other hand, for the 

"awakenjng" of a royalty in the Buddha's case we have likewise in 

Indra the paradigm; for being admonished by the spiritual adviser 

to whom his allegiance is due, Indra "awakens himself" {buddhva 

cifmanamy^', and praises himself, the awakened Self, in lauds in 

which we find the words, which die Buddha might have used, 

"Never at any time am I subject to Death" (wy/y»=«««)*’*. It 

will not be overlooked, too, that the Vedic Indra is more than once 

referred to as Arhat. And if it seems strange that the true doctrine 

should have been taught, In the Buddha’s case, by a member of the 

royal caste, it is only die same situation that we sometimes meet 

widi in the Upanishads themselves.'^* Was not Krishna also of 

royal blood, and yet a spiritual teacher? What all this amounts to 

is this, that when die salt of the "established church” has bst its 

savour, it is rather from without than from within that its life will 

be renewed- 

The scriptures in which the traditions of the Buddha's life and 

tcadiings are preserved fall into two classes, those of die Narrow 

Way (Hinayana) and those of the Broad Way (Mahayana), It is 

with the former, and on the whole older texts that we shall be 

chiefly concerned. The books pertaining to the "Narrow Way’’ are 

composed in Pali, a literaxy dialect closely related to Sanskrit The 

Pali literature ranges in date from about the third century B.C. to 

the sixth A.D., The Canon consists of what ate called die "Three 

Baskets”, respectively of monastic regimen (Vinaya), Discourse 

(Sutra) and Abstract Doctrine (Abhidhamma). We shall be chiefly 

concerned with the five classes of the "Discourse” literature in which 

are preserved what are taken to be the Buddha’s actual words. Of 

the extra-canonical literature the most important of the early books 

are the Millndapanha and the Visuddhimagga, The great Jataka 



book, largely composed of ancient myCbological materials recast in 

a popular form and retold as stories of tbe former births, is rela* 

tivcly late, but very instructive botfi for the Buddhist point of view 

and as a detailed picture of life in ancient India. All these books 

are provided with elaborate commentaries In what now would be 

called the "scholastic” manner. We shall take diis literature as It 

stands; for we have no faith in the emendation of texts by modern 

scholars whose critical methods are mainly based on their dislike of 

monastic institutions and their own view of what the Buddha ought 

to have said. It is in fact surprising that such a body of doctrine as 

the Buddhist, with its profoundly od^cf*worldly and even anti*social 

emphasis, and in the Buddha’s own words "hard to be understood 

by you who are of different views, another tolerance, other tastes, 

other allegiance and other training",”* can have become even as 

"popular" as it is in the modem Western environment. We should 

have supposed that modern minds would have found in Brahmanism, 

with its acceptance of life as a whole, a more congenial philosophy. 

We can only suppose that Buddhism has been so mudi admired 

mainly for what it is not. A well known modern writer on the sub¬ 

ject has remarked that "Buddhism in its purity ignored the existence 

of a God; it denied the existence of a soul; it was not so much a 

religion as a code of ethics”-”^ We can understand the appeal of 

this on the one hand to the rationalist and on the other to the sen¬ 

timentalist. Unfortunately for these, all three statements are untrue, 

at least in the sense in which they are meant. It is with another 

Buddhism than this that we are in s^pathy and are able to agree; 

and that is the Buddhism of the texts as they stand. 

Of the texts of the Broad Way, composed in Sanskrit, few if any 

antedate the beginning of the Christian era. Amongst the most im¬ 

portant of them arc tbe hfahavastu, the Lalita Vistara, the Divy- 

avadana and the Saddharma Pundarika. The two main forms of 

Buddhism to which we have referred are often spoken of, rather 

loosely, as respectively Southern and Northern. It is the Southern 

school Aat DOW survives in Ceylon, Buraia and Siam. The two 



schools originaily dovuished Cogechcr in Burma, Siam, Cambodia, 

Java and Bali, side by side with a Hinduism with which they often 

combined- Buddhism of the Northern school passed over into Tibet, 

China and Japan, through the work of Indian teachers and native 

disciples who made translations from Sanskrit. In those days it was 

not considered that the mere knowledge of languages sufficed to 

make a man a ’ translator” in any serious sense of the words; no 

one would have undertaken to translate a text who had not studied it 

for long years at the feet of a traditional and authoritative exponent 

of its teachings, and much less would any one have thought himself 

qualified to translate a book in the teachings of which he did not 

believe, Few indeed are the translations of Indian books into Euro¬ 

pean languages that can yet come up to the standards set for ffiem- 

selves by the Tibetan and Chinese Buddhists.'’^ 

it may be observed that while Brahmanism was at one time widely 

diffused in the "Greater India" of South Bast Asia, it never crossed 

the northern frontiers of India proper; Brahmanism was not, like 

Buddhism, what might be called a missionary faith. Indian culture 

reached and profoundly influenced the Far East through Buddhism, 

which sometimes fused with and sometimes existed side by side with 

Taoism, Confucianism and Shinto. The greatest influence was exerted 

by the contemplative forms of Buddhism; what had been Dh^a in 

India became Cha’n in China and Zen in Japan.**’ We cannot, un¬ 

fortunately, describe these forms of Buddhism here, but must affirm 

that although they often differ greatly in emphasis and detail from 

the Narrow Way, they represent anything but a degeneration of 

Buddhism; the Buddhisms of Tibet and the Far East are calculated 

to evoke our deepest sympathies, equally by their profundity of 

their doctrines and the poignant beauty of the literature and art in 

which these teachings are communicated. We have only to add that 

Buddhism had died out in India proper by the end of the twelfffi 

century- 
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THE MYTH 

In asking, What is Buddhism, we must begin, as before, with the 

Myth. This has now become the Founder’s life of some eighty years, 

into which period the whole epic of the victory over death has now 

been condensed. But if we subtract from the pseudo*historical nar¬ 

rative all its mythical and miraculous features, the residual nucleus 

of historically plausible fact will be very small indeed: and all that 

we can say is that while there may have lived an individual teacher 

who gave the ancient wisdom its peculiarly ’’Buddhist” coloring, 

his personality is completely overshadowed, as he must have wished 

it should be,*’^ by the eternal substance (akiiika dharma) with 

which he identified himself. In other words, "the Buddha is only 

anthropomorphic, not a man”.*’* It is true that a majority of modem 

scholars, euhemerist by temperament and training, suppose that this 

was not Man, but a man, subsequently deified; we take die contrary 

view, implied by the texts, that the Buddha is a solar deity descended 

from heaven to save botii men and Gods from all the ill that is 

denoted by the word ’’mortality”, the view that his birth and awak¬ 

ening are coeval with time.*** 

Before proceeding to the narrative we must explain how a dis¬ 

tinction is made between the epithets Bodhisattva and Buddha. The 

Bodhisattva is an ’’awakening being”, or one of ”wakeful nature"; 

the Buddha is "awake” or "The Wake”. The Bodhisattva is, dog¬ 

matically, an originally mortal being, qualifying by the making- 

become of transcendental virtues and insights for the "total awaken¬ 

ing” of a Buddha. Gautama Siddhartha, the ’’historical Buddha”, 

is thus himself a Bodhisattva until the moment of his ’’all-awaken¬ 

ing". It is, furthermore assumed that a Buddha is born in every suc¬ 

cessive aeon, and that Gautama Slddhartha was the seventh in such 

a series of prophetic iDCarnations, and that he will be followed by 

Maitreya, now a Bodhisattva in heaven. There are ortier Bod- 
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hisattva^, notably Avalokitelvart, vrfio are virtually Buddhas^ but 

are vowed never actually to enter into their Buddhahood until the 

last blade of grass has been first redeemed. 

Previous to his last birth oo earth, the Bodhisattva is resident in 

the Tusita heaven; and there being urged fay the Gods to release 

the universe from its sorrows, he considers and decides upon the 

time and place of his birth and the family and mother of whom he 

will be born. A Buddha must be born of either a priestly or the royal 

caste, whichever is predominant at the time; and the royal caste 

being now predominant, he chooses to be born of Maha Maya, the 

queen of king Suddhodana of the Sakya clan, at his capital city of 

Kapilavastu in the Middle Country; and that is to say, whatever 

else it may mean, in the "Middle Country" of the Ganges Valley. 

The Annunciation talces the form of "Maha Maya’s dream", in 

which she secs a glorious white elephant descending from the skies 

to enter her womb. The king’s interpreters of dreams explalu that 

she has conceived a son who may be either a Universal Emperor or 

a Buddha. Both of diese possibilities are actually realised in the 

spiritual sense, for while it is true that the Buddha's kingdom was 

not of this world, it is both as Teacher and as Lord of the universe 

that he "turns the wheel," 

The child is visible in the mother’s womb. When the time comes, 

Maha Maya sets out to visit her parents at Devahrada; on her way 

she pauses at the Lumbini Park, and feeling that her time has 

come, she strctdies out her hand to support herself by the branch 

of a tree, which bends down of its own accord. Standing thus, she 

gives painless birth to the child. The child is bom from her side. It 

is not explicit, but can be presumed that the birth was "virgin"; in 

any case it is interesting that the story was already known to 

Hieronymus who mentions it in a discussion of Virginity and in con¬ 

nection with the miraculous births of Plato and Christ.’" The child 

is received by the Guardian Deities of the Four Quarters, He steps 

down onto the ground, takes seven strides, and proclaims himself 

the "Foremost in the World”, The whole universe is transfigured 
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and rejoices in light. On the same day ate bom the ’’seven connatural 

ones”, amongst whom are the Bodhisaltva's future wife, his horse, 

and the disciple Ananda. These things take place, not uniquely, but 

'normally’’, that is to say that such is the course of events whenever 

a Buddha is born, 

Maha Maya’s dormition takes place a week after the child is 

born, and her sister Prajipatj, and co-wife of Suddhodana, takes her 

place. The child is taken bad; to Kapilavastu, and shown to the 

father; he is recognized and worshipped by the Brahman sooth¬ 

sayers, who announce that he will be Emperor or Buddha, at the 

age of thirty five. The child is presented in the temple, where the 

tutelary deity of the Sikyas bows down to him. Suddhodana, desir¬ 

ing that his son may be an Emperor and not a Buddha, and learning 

that he will abandon the world only after he has seen an old man, 

a sick man, a corpse and a monk, brings him up in luxurious seclu¬ 

sion, ignorant of the very existence of suffering and death. The first 

miracle takes place on a day when the king, in accordance with 

custom, is taking part in the First Ploughing of the year; the child 

is laid in the shadow of a tree, which does not move although the 

shadows of Other trees move naturally with the sun; in other words, 

the sun remains overhead.’The child at school learns wi^ super¬ 

natural facility. At the age of sixteen, by victory in an archery con¬ 

test, in which his arrow pierces seven trees, he obtains his cousin 

Yak)dhara as wife; she becomes the mother of a boy, Eahula. 

In the meantime, on four successive days, while driving through 

the city to the pleasure park, the Bodhisattva has seen the four signs; 

for although all such sights have been banned from the city by royal 

edict, the Gods assume ff^e forms of the old man, sick man, corpse 

and monk, and the Prince is made acquainted with age, illness, 

death and the serenity of a man who has risen above these vicissi¬ 

tudes of existence. He goes to his father and announces his intention 

of leaving the world and becoming a monk, in order to find out the 

way of escape from subjection to this mortality. The father cannot 

dissuade him, but keeps the palace gates closed. That night the 
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Bodhisaffva takes silent leave of his wife and child and calling for 

his horse, departs by the palace gate, miraculously opened for him 

by the Gods; he is accompanied only by his charioteer. 

Now Mara, Death, the Evil, offers him the empire of the whole 

world if he will return; failing in, this temptation, he follows the 

Bodhisattva, to find another opportunity. Retching the deep forests, 

the Bodhisattva cuts off bis royal turban and long hair, unbecoming 

a pilgrim, and these ate elevated by the Gods and erxshrined in 

heaven. They provide him with a pilgrim's garments. He sends his 

charioteer back to the city with his horse; the latter dies of a 

broken heart. 

The Bodhisattva now studies with Brahman teachers and prac¬ 

tises extreme mortifications. He finds five disciples, all of whom 

leave him when he abandons these ineffectual fastings. In the 

meantime Sujata, the daughter of a farmer, who has been making 

offerings to the spirit of a banyan tree, now brings her gift of milk- 

rice, into which the Gods have infused ambrosia; she finds the 

Bodhisattva seated beneath the tree, and gives him the rice in a 

golden bowl, and a golden ewer of water. She receives his blessings. 

He then goes down to the river to bathe, after which he eats the 

food, which is to last him for seven wciks. He casts the bowl into 

die river, and from the significant fact it floats upstream learns that 

he will succeed that very day. He returns to the Tree of the Awaken¬ 

ing. At the same time Indra (the Dragon slayer, with Agni, of our 

former lecture, and the type of the saaificer in divinis) assumes 

tfic shape of a grass-cutter and offers to tlie Bodhisattva the eight 

bundles of grass that axe used in sacrificial ritual. The Bodhisattva 

circumambulates the tree, and finally standing facing East finds that 

the circles of the world about him stand fast. He spreads the strew, 

and there rises up a throne or altar at the foot of the tree; he takes 

his seat thereon, determined never to rise again until he has attained 

the knowledge of the causation and cute of the evil of raortality. 

It is there, at the navel of the earth, and at the foot of the tree of 

life, that all former Buddhas have awakened. 
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Now Mra appears again and iaTS claim to the throne. The 

Bodhisattva touches the Earth, caliing her to witness to the virtues 

hy right of which he takes it; and she appears and gives witness. 

Mira, assisted hj his demon army, now assaults the Bodhisattva 

with fire and darkness, and with showers of burning sand and ashes; 

but all his weapons fall harmlessly at the Bodhisattva's feet. At the 

first sight of Mara the Gods have fled, leaving the Bodhisattva all 

alone, but for the powers of the soul, his retainers; now Mara gives 

up the contest and the Gods return. 

It is now nightfall. In the course of the night the Bodhisattva 

passes through all the stages of realisation until at dawn, having 

perfectly grasped the cycle of "Causal Origination” (prathya sarnut- 

pada) he becomes wholly awakened, and is a Buddha, The whole 

universe is transfigured and rejoices. The Buddha breaks into his 

famous song of victory: 

Seeking the builder of the house 

1 have run my course in the vortex 

Of countless births, never escaping the hobble (of death) ; 

III is repeated birA after birth! 

Householder, art seen! 

Never again shale thou build me a house 

All of thy rigging is broken, 

The peak of the roof is shattered:*** 

Its aggregations passed away. 

Mind has reached the destruction of cravings, 

The Buddha remains for seven weeks within the circle of the 

Tree of the Awakening, enjoying the gladness of release. Of die 

events of these weeks two are significant, first the temptation by the 

daughters of Mara, who attempt to win gain hy their diarms what 

their father could not gain by his power; and secondly the hesitation 

to teach; the Buddha hesitates to put in motion the Wheel of the 

law, thinking that it will not be understood and that this will be 

the occasion of needless anguish to himseli; the Gods exclaim at 

this, "The world is lost”, and led by Brahma persuade the Buddha 



that some are ripe for understsmding. The Buddha, accordingly, 

sets out for Benares and there in the ’’First Preaching” sets the 

Wheel of the Law in motion, and in the second preaches that there 

is no individual constant underlying the forms of our consciousness. 

In other words, in the doctrine of the un-selMsh-ness (anaimyd) 

of all physical and mental operations he dismisses the popular 

Cogito trgo sum as a crude delusion and the root of all evil. By 

these sermons he converts the five disciples who had formerly 

deserted him; and there are now five Aihats, that is to say five 

"despirated" (wimiAj) beings in the world. 

From Benares the Buddha went on to Univela, near the modem 

Bodhgaya, and finds on the way a party of thirty young men 

picnicking, with their wives. One of them bad no wife, and had 

brought a woman with him, who had just stolen their belongings 

and run away. All the young men ask the Buddha whether he has 

seen such a woman. The Buddha replies, '’What now, young men, 

do you think? Which were the better for you, to go traddng the 

woman, or to go tracking the Self?” (StmSnafh gavh)}*^ They 

reply that it were better to seek the Self, and are converted. Here 

for the first time we meet with the Buddha’s doctrine of a real Self. 

At Uruvela be reaches the hermitage of a community of Brahman ical 

Fire-worshippers, and wishes to spend the night in their fire temple. 

They warn him that it is the haunt of a fierce Dragon that may 

hurt him. The Buddha thinks r>ot, and retires for the night, seating 

himself cross-legged and vigilant. The Dragon is infuriated. The 

Buddha will not destroy it, but will overcome it; assuming his own 

fiery form, and becoming a ’'human Dragon”, he fights fire with 

fire, and in the moctiing appears with the tamed Dragon in his 

alms-bowl.*** Upon another day the fire-worshippers are unable to 

split their wood, or light or extinguish their fires until the Buddha 

permits it. In the end the Brahmans abandon their Burnt-offerings 

{agnihotra) and become disciples of the Buddha- In this connec¬ 

tion we must cite the instance of another Brahman fire-worshipper, 

to whom in the course of their dialogue the Buddha says, 
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I pile no wood for fires or alrars; 

! kindle a fiame within rae,... 

My heart the hearth, the flame the dompted self.'** 

We perceive that the Buddha is here simply carrying on the teaching 

of the Brahmanical Arai^yaka in which, as remarked by Keith, "the 

internal Agnihotra is minutely described as a substitute for the 

formal sacrifice"','*• 

Time will not permit us to relate in detail the later events of the 

Buddha's life. He gradually builds up a large following of monastic 

wanderers like himself; somewhat against his will women were 

also allowed to be ordained as nuns; and by the end of his life 

there had developed an organised body of monks and nuns, many 

of whom lived in monasteries or nunneries, which had been donated 

to the community by pious laymen. The Buddha’s life was spent 

in the care of the monastic community, and in preaching, either to 

assemblies of monks or to audiences of Brahmans, in disputations 

with whom he is invariably successful; he also performs many 

miracles. At last he announces bis imminent death. When Ananda 

protests, he reminds him that while there will be those ate 

still addicted to mundane ways of thinking and will weep and roll 

in anguish, crying out 'Too soon will the Eye in the World pass 

away", there will be others, calm and self-possest, who will reflect 

that all component things are impermanent, and that whatever has 

been bom contains within itself the inherent necessity of dissolu¬ 

tion: "Those will honor my memory truly, who live in accordance 

wifli the Way I have taught." When a believer comes to visit him, 

before he dies, the Buddha says, "What good will it do you to see 

this unclean body? He who sees the Law sees me, he who sees me, 

sees the Law {dharmay}*** In announcing bis forthcoming de¬ 

cease, the Buddha leaves this message, "Be such as have the Self 

(aiman) as your lamp. Self as only refuge, the X^w as lamp and 

only refuge”.'*’ 

He explains that what this means in practise is a life of incessant 

recoUectedness {smtii). The Buddhist emphasis on mindfulness 
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cart hardly be exaggerated; nodiing is to be done abscftt-mindedly; 

or with respect to which one could say "t did not mean to do it”; 

an inadvertent sin is worse than a deliberate sin. That means, that 

one must not simply "behave”, instinctively; or as Plato expresses 

it, ”1^ nothing but in accordance with the leading of the immanent 

Principle, nothing against the common Law that rules the whole 

body, never yielding to the pulls of the affections, whether for good 

or evil; and this is what 'Self-mastery* means”At the same time 

it must not be overlooked that behind this ethical application of 

mindfulness to conduct there lies a metaphysical doctrine; for 

Buddhism, like the Upanishads, regards all recognition not as an 

ac<5uisition of new facts but as the recovery of a latent and urn- 

timately limited omniscience; as in the Platonic doctrine, where all 

teaching and experience are to be thought of simply as reminders 

of what was already known but had been forgottec.”* 

Plato, again, continually reminds us that there are two in us, and 

that of these two souls or selves the immortal is our ''real Self”.”* 

This distinction of an immortal spirit from the mortal soul, which 

we have already recognized in Brahmanism, is in fact the fun¬ 

damental doctrine of the Philosophia Perenois wherever we' find 

it. The spirit returns to God who gave it when the dust returns to 

the dust. Pv'oOi esovrdv ; Sr ignoras te, egredere. "Whither 1 go, 

yr cannot follow me now ... If any man would follow me, 

let him deny himself”.”* We must not delude ourselves by sup¬ 

posing that the words denegal seipsum are to be taken ethically 

(which would be to substitute means for ends); what they mean is 

understood by St. Bernard when he says that one ought defictre a se 

iota, a semeiipsa Uquescere, and by Meistcr Eckhart wher^ he says 

that "The kk^dom of God is for none but the thoroughly dead”. 

"The word of God extends to the sundering of soul from spirit";*** 

and it might well have been said by the Wake that "No man can 

be my disciple but and if he hate his own soul” (xaX oit pieel. 

x^v fautow tin.rxn*') • "The soul must put itself to death" — "Lest 

the Last Judgment come and find me unannihilate, and I be 

siez'd and giv'n into the bands of my ov'n selfhood”.”* 



THE DOCTRINE 

Id the Buddha’s i^uestroa cited above, ’Were it oot better if ye 

sought the Self?" the cootrast of the plural verb with its singular 

object is precise. It is One that the many are to find. Let us considec 

some of the many odtiei Buddhist contexts in which our selves, 

respectively composite and mortal aad single and immortal, are 

contrasted. The question is asked, just as it had been in the Brah* 

manical boob, "By which self {kena does one attain the 

Brahma-world?’' The answer is given in another passage, where 

the usual formula desaiptive of the Arhat’s attainment concludes 

"with the Self that is Brahma-become" (brabma-hhutena afmanS) ; 

just as in the Upanishad "It is as Brahma that he returns to 

Brahma’’.'** From that world there is no returning {punar avartana) 

by any necessity of rebirth.**^ Other passages distinguish the Great 

Seif (mahaitnan) from the little self (aipaimafi)^ or Fair Self 

{kalyanaiman) from foul (papaiman); the former is the latter's 

judge.**" 'The Self is the Lord of the self, and its goal".'*" In the 

saying "For one who has attained, there is naught dearer than 

Self"*®* we recogoirc the doctrine of the Upanishads that the "Self 

alone is truly dear”*” the Hermetic "Love thy Self”,"* and the 

Christian doctrine that "A man, out of charity, ought to love him¬ 

self more than he loves any other person",”" i.c. that Self for whose 

saJee he must deny himself. 

In the Brahmanlcal doctrine, oux immortal, impassible, beatific 

inner Self and Person, one and the same in all beings, is the im¬ 

manent Brahma, God within you.’"* He does not come from any¬ 

where nor become anyone.”* "That" is; but nothing else that is true 

can be said of it: "Thou canst not krww die maker-to-know what 

is known, who is your Self in all things’’.**" Just as God himself 

does not know wbai he is, because he is not any what.”’ The 

Buddhist doctrine proceeds in the same way, by elimination. Our 

own constitution and that of the world is repeatedly analysed, and 

as each one of die five physical and mental factors of the transient 
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personality with which the ’^untaught nuDyfolk” identify "Acm. 

selves” is listed, the pronoaocement follows, "That is not my self” 

{na me 10 alma). You will observe that amongst these childish 

mentalities who identify themselves with their accidents, the Buddha 

would have included Descartes, with his Cogilo ergo sum. 

There is, ia fact, no more an individual than there is a world 

soul. What we call our "consciousness” is nothing but a process; 

its content changes from day to day and is /ost as much causally 

determined as is the content of the body.*“* Our personality is con¬ 

stantly being destroyed and renewed;*’" there is neither self nor 

anything of the nature of self in the world; and all this applies to 

all beings, or rather becomings, whetiiei of men or Gods, now and 

hereafter. Just as it expressed by Plutarch, "Nobody remains one 

person, nor is one person ... Our senses, through ignorance of 

reality, false tell us that what appears to be, actually is”.*” The old 

Brahmanical (and Platonic) symbol of the chariot is made use of; 

the chariot, with all its appurtenances, corresponds lo what we call 

our self; there was no chariot before its parts were put togerfier, 

and will be none when they fall to pieces; there is no "chariot” 

apart from its parts; "chariot” is nothing but a name, given for 

convenience to a certain percept, but must not be taken to be an 

entity (saitva); and in the same way with ourselves who are, just 

like the chariot, "confections”. The Comprehensor has seen things 

"as they have become” {yatha hhutam), causally arising and dis¬ 

appearing, and has distinguished himself from all of them; it is 

not for him, but only for an ignoramus to ask such questions as 

"Am I?”, "What was I once?”, "Whence did I come?”, "Whither 

am I going?"-*** If the Arbat is expressly permitted still to say 'T”, 

this is only for convenience; he has long since outgrown all belief 

in a personality of his owq.“* But none of all this means, r>or is it 

anywhere said that "There is no Self’. On the contrary, there are 

passages In which when the five constituents of our evanescent 

and unreal "existence” have been listed, we find, not die usual 

formula of negation, "That is not my Self’, but the positive in- 
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junction, 'Take refuge in the just the Buddha also says 

that he himself has done.*'“ 

The empirical personality of this man, So-and-so, being merely 

a process, it is not "my” consciousness or personality that can 

survive death and be born again.*** It is improper to ask "Whose 

consciousness is this?”; we should ask only, "How did diis con¬ 

sciousness arise,”.’*’ The old answer is grven,’** ”The body is not 

mine', but an effect of past works”.*** There is no "essence" that 

passes over from one habitation to another; as one flame is lit from 

another, so life is transmitted, but not a life, not "my” life.”* Beings 

are the heirs of acts;’” but it cannot be said exactly ffjat "I” now 

reap the rewards of what "I" did in a former habitation- There is 

causal continuity, but no one consciousness (ijijnana), no essence 

(^sailva) that now experiences the fruits of good and evil actions, 

and that also recurs and reincarnates {sandhavati sarhsarati) with¬ 

out otherness {anAnyamy, to experience in the future the con¬ 

sequences of what is now taking place,*” Consciousness, indeed is 

never the same from one day to anodier.”* How, then, could "it" 

survive and pass over from one life to another? Thus the Vedanta 

and Buddhism are in complete agreement that while there is trans¬ 

migration, there ate no individual transmigrants. Ail that we see 

is the operation of causes, and so much the worse for us if we see in 

this fatally determined nexus our "self”. We can find the same thing 

in Christianity, where it is asked, "Who did sin, this roan or his 

parents, that he was born blind?" to which the remarkable answer 

is made that "Neither hath this man sinned, nor his parents: but 

the works of God might be made manifest in him".*’* In other 

words, the blindness has "arisen" by the operation of those mediate 

causes of which God is the First Cause and without whidi the world 

would have been deprived of the perfection of causality.”* 

The Buddha's purpose is to save us from our selves and their 

mortality. He would go on to say that our subjection to sucb fatal 

accidents as blindness is a part and parcel of our identification of 

"consciousness" with "self". We altogether misunderstand the value 



and impCtfUnce of "coosdousness”; "that is not my Self"; and the 

Parable of the Raft applies as much to consciousness as to ethical 

procedure; like the raft, consciousness is a valuable tool, a means 

of operation, but like the raft not to be held oa to when the work 

has been done.*** If this alarms us, as Ariscba was frightened be¬ 

cause he thought tliat the peace of Nirvana implied a destruction 

of something real in himself,**^ we must not overlook that what we 

are asked to substitute for our consciousness of things pleasant and 

unpleasant—or rather, subjection to feelings of pleasure and pain— 

is not a simple ftwonsdousness but a superconsciousr^ess, none the 

less real and beatific because it cannot be analysed in the terms of 

conscious thought. At die same time we ought, perhaps, to poiot 

out that this supcrconsciousncss, or what in Christian theology is 

called the "divine manner of knowing, not by means of any objects 

external to the knower", is by no means to be equated with the 

/«iconsdousness of modem psychology, with respect to whidi it 

has been very truly said that while "nineteenth century materialism 

closed the mind of man to what Is above him, twentieth century 

psychology opened it to what is below him".*** 

Our conscious "life" is a process, subject to corruption and death. 

It is this life that must be "arrested" if we are to live immortally, 

ft will be useless to deal with symptoms; it is the cause or occasion 

(he/u, nidana) that must be sought if we are to find the "medeciue" 

that the Buddha sought and found- It is the understanding of things 

"as become" {ytuha bbutam), and the realisation that "personality" 

{atmabhava) is one of these things, that liberates man from him¬ 

self. The gist of the Buddhist gospel is resumed in the often and 

triumphantly repeated words, 

Of all things that spring from a cause, 

The cause has been told by him "Thus-come"; 

And their suppression, too, 

The Great Pilgrim has declared. 

In this chain of causes, to understand whiclx is to have cc^ie Awake, 

it is emphasised that nothing whatever happens by chance but only 
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in a regular se<5u€nce—'"That being present, this becomes; that not 

being present, this does not become”.*" To have verified Ais U to 

have found the Way. For in '*all things that spring from a cause” 

are included "old age, sickriess, and death”; and when we know the 

cause, we can apply the cure. The application is stated in the cyde 

of ' causal origination" mastered on the night of the Great Awaken¬ 

ing. All the ills that flesh is heir to are inseparable from and essen¬ 

tial to the process of existence and unavoidable by any individual; 

individuality is "consciousness”; consciousness is not a being, but a 

passion, not an activity but only a sequence of reactions in which 

"we", who have no power to be either as or when we wrll, are 

fatally involved; individuality is motivated by and perpetuated by 

wanting; and the cause of all wanting is "ignorance” (avidyS),— 

for we "ignore" that the objects of our desire cao never be possessed 

in any real sense of the word, ignore that even when we have got 

what we want, we still '‘want” to keep it and are still "in want”. 

The ignorance meant is of things as they really are {yathdbhutam), 

and the consequent attribution of substantiality to what is merely 

phenomenal; the seeing of Self in what is not-Self.*" 

In making ignorance the root of all evil, Buddhism concurs with 

all traditional doctrine,**' But we must guard ourselves from sup¬ 

posing that an ignorance of any particular things is meant, and es¬ 

pecially against a confusion of the traditional “ignorance” with 

what we mean by "illiteracy”: so far from this, our empirical knowl¬ 

edge of facts is au essential part of the very ignorance that makes 

desire possible. And no less must another misunderstanding be 

avoided; we must not suppose that the traditional wisdom is opposed 

to the knowledge of useful facts; what it demands is that we should 

recognize in what are called "facts" and "laws of science”, not 

absolute truths but statements of statistical probability. The pursuit 

of scientific knowledge does not necessarily imply an "igriorance”; 

it is only when the motive is a curiosity, only when we pursue 

knowledge for its own sake, or art for art’s sake, that we are be- 

having "ignorantly”. In BrahmanicaJ terms, "ignorance” is of Who 
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we axe; in Buddhist lan^ge, of what we are n<5t; and these arc 

only two ways of saying the same thing, what we really are being 

definable only in terms of what we are not. 

It is only by making stepping stones of our dead selves, until we 

realise at last that there is literally nodiing with which we can 

identify our Self, diat we can become what we are. And hence the 

Buddhist empl^asis on what in Oiristlan terms is called "self- 

naughting", ao expression based on Christ’s dene gat seipsum. ’Be¬ 

hold the Arhats’ beatitude! No wanting can be fouod In them; 

excised the thought ’1 am’; unmovicg, unoriginated, uncontami¬ 

nated, very Persons, God-become {hfahma-bhutS), great heroes, 

natural sons of the Wake; unshaken in whatever plight, released 

from further becoming {punat hhava), on ground of dompted-seif 

they stand, they in the world have won their battle; diey roar the 

'Lion’s roar’; incompar^le are die Wake” (huddhah).^*^ There is 

no question here of a post mortem deliverance, but of "Persons” 

triumphant here and now; nor will it be overlooked that the epithet 

"Buddha" is used in the plural, and applied to all who have reached 

their goal. 

Of such it is often said that they are "despiratcd" (nirpafd). The 

word Nirvana, "despiratioa”, which plays so large a part in our 

conception of Buddhism, where it is one of die most important of 

the many terms that are the referents to "man’s last end”, demands 

some further explanation. The verb nhva is, literally, to "blow ouf’, 

not transitively, but as a fire ceases to draw, i,e. "draw breath".**® 

The older texts employ the nearly synonymous verb udva, to "blow 

out" Of "go out”;**® "when the Fire blows out (udvayati) it is into 

the Gale thai it expires’’;*** deprived of fuel, die fire of life is 

’■ pacified", i.e. quenched,*** when the mind has been curbed, one 

attains to the "peace of Nirvina", "despiration in God’’-**’ In the 

same way Buddhism stresses the going out of the fire or light of 

life for want of fuel;*** if is by ceasing to feed our fires that the 

peace is reached, of which it is well said in another tradition diat 

"it passeth understanding"; our present life is a continuity of com* 



iog to be and pacing away and immediate rebirdi, Jike a flame that 

goes on burning and is oof the same nor yet another flame; and in 

the same way with rebirth after death, it is like the iighting of one 

flame from another; nothing concrete passes over, there is con¬ 

tinuity, but not sameness;^* But "the conlemplatives go out like 

this lamp" which, once out, "cannot pass on its flame".*** Nirvana is 

a kind of death, but like every death a rebirth to something other 

than what had been. Pari in parinirvana merely adds the value 

"complete" to the notion of a despication. 

We say "a kind of death” because the word nirvana can be used 

of still living things. The Bodhisattva is "despirated” when he 

becomes the Buddha. Even more significant, we find that each of 

the stages completed in the training of a royal steed is called a 

Parinirvana.*** The Buddha uses the word chiefiy in connection with 

the ^enching” of the fires of passion, fault and delusion (raga, 

dosa and moba). But there is a distinction involved here; the despira* 

tion is a present {samdrstikatn) experience in two ways, ethical 

inasmuch as it implies the eradication of passion and fault, and 

eternal, i.e. metaphysical, in that it is a liberation from delusion, 

or ignorance {avtdya) \ from both points of view it involves an un¬ 

selfishness, but on the one hand in practise, on the other in theory.*** 

thus while the denotation is that of the Greek droogswCpi 

{be still, go out, be quenched, of wind, fire or passion), the con¬ 

notation is that of Greek TtKio and tcXsvtdo) (to be perfected, to 

die). All these meanings can be resumed in die one English 

word "finish”'; the finished product is no longer in the making, 

no longer becoming what it ought to be; in the same way the 

finished being, the perfected man has done with all becoming; the 

final dissolution of the body cannot aflect him, however affecting 

it may be to others, themselves imperfect, unfinished. Nirvana 

is a final cod, and like Brahma, a matter about which no further 

questions can be asked by diose who are still on fire."* 

In other words, the Way involves on the one hand a practical and 

on the other a contemplative discipline. The contemplative corres- 
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ponds to the athlete, who does not contest for the prize unless he is 

already “'in training”. When the Indians speak of the Compre* 

bcnsor (evamtn't) of a given doctrine, they do not mean by this 

merely one who grasps the logical significance of a given proposi¬ 

tion; they mean one who has 'Verified” it in his own person, and Is 

what he knows; for so long as we know only of our Immortal Self, 

we are still in the realm of Ignorance; we only really know it when 

we become it; we cannot really know it without being it. There are 

ways of life dispositive to such a realisation, and other ways that 

must prevent it. Let us, therefore, pause to consider the nature of 

the "mere morality”, or as it is now called, "Ethics”, apart from 

which the contemplative life would be impossible. What we should 

call a "practical holiness” is called alike in the old Indian books 

and m Buddhist a present and timeless "Walking with God” 

(hrahmacariya) But there is also a clear distinction of the 

Doctrine {dharma) from its practical Meaning {artha), and its 

is with the latter that we are for the moment concerned- 

In agreement with the old Indian theory of the relation of the 

Regnum to the Sacecdotium, we find a Buddhirt king who requests 

the Bodhisatfva to give him instruction both in Ethics (artha) and 

in Doctrine {ihama)^^ and this context will enable us to grasp 

the distinction very clearly. We find that Ethics is a matter of liber¬ 

ality {dind) and of commandments {Stla). More iu detail, the king 

is to provide for all his subjects’ needs, and to make honorable 

provision for both men and animals when superannuated and 

no longer able to do what they did in their prime, On the other 

hand, the whole of what is here called the Doctrine is stated in the 

form of the "chariot simile”, of which more later. 

The terms "commandments” demands a further analysis. These 

rules of what Is sometimes styled "mere morality”—"mere” because 

although iudispensible if we are to reach man’s last end, morality 

is not in itself an end, but only a means—are not quite rigidly fixed; 

in general, the reference is to the "five” Of "ten virtuous habits”. 

As five, these arc (l) not to kill, (2) not to steal, (3) not to follow 



the lusts of the flesh, (4) to refrain from lying and (5) to refrain 

from the use of Intoxicants. These are essential preliminaries for any 

spiritual development, ar^d are expected of all laymen. The set of 

ten includes the first four of the live, and (5) to avoid slander, (6) 

to refrain from abusive speech, (7) Co avoid frivolous converse, 

(8) not to covet, (9) not to bear malice and (10) to entertain no 

false views. The last has particular reference to the avoidance of 

heresies such as the belief in "sour', the view that causal determina¬ 

tion cancels moral responsibility, the view that there is "no other 

world", the view that the Buddha has taught a novel doctrine, the 

view that he teaches an annihilation or cutting off of anything but 

sorrow. The foregorng five or ten rules are to be distinguished from 

the five or ten "bases of training" of the monastic rule; the first 

five of these are the same as the five already listed, to which are 

added (6) not to eat at irregular hours, (7) not to attend musical 

and theatrical performances, (7) to refrain from the use of unguents 

and ornaments, (9) not to sleep on luxurious beds, and (lO) not to 

accept gold or silver,*** 

Before we return to the Doctrine we must carefully guard our¬ 

selves from thinking that the Buddha attaches an absolute value to 

moral conduct, We must not, for example, suppose that because the 

means are partly ethical, Niir^a is therefore an ethical state. So 

far from this, un*self*ishness, from the Indian point of view is an 

amoral state, in whidi no question of "altruism" can present itself, 

liberation being as much from the notion of "others” as it is from 

the notion of "self”;**’ and not in any sense a psychological state, 

but a liberation from ail that is implied by the "psyche” in the word 

"psychology". "I call him a Brahman indeed,” the Buddha says, 

who has passed beyond attachment both to good arid evil; one 

who is clean, to whom no dust attaches, a-pathetic’’.***Ift the well 

known Parable of the Raft (of ethical procedure) by means of 

which one crosses die river of life, he asks very pointedly "What 

does a man do with the boat when he has reached the other side of 

the river? Does he carry it about on his back, or does he leave it 
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OQ the sliore?"*^* Perfection is something more than an infantile 

innocence; there must be knowledge of what are folly and wisdom, 

good and evil, and of bow to be rid of both these values, wrong 

and "fight without being righteous" {Silavat no ca iiUmayah, 

M.1I.27)- For the Arhat, having "done all chat was to be done" 

{kTia-karaniyum'), there is nothing more that should be done, 

and therefore no possibility of merit or demerit; injunctions and 

prohibitions have no longer any meaning where there is no longer 

anything that ought or ought not to be done. Foe there indeed, as 

Meister Eckhart says of the Kingdom of God, "neither vice nor 

virtue ever entered in"; just as in the Upanishad, where neither vice 

nor virtue can pass over the Bridge of Immortality.”® The Arhat is 

"no longer under the Law"; he is "not under the Law”,“* but a 

"Mover-at-will” and a "Doer of what he will”; if m find that he 

acts unseihshly in our ethical sense of the word, that is our 

interpretatiorj, for which he is not responsible. Only the Patripassian 

can offer any objection to tliese points of view. 

It must also be clearly realised that it will be convenient at this 

point to ask, ho is the Wake?"*®®* For the answer to this question 

will tell us as much as can be told of die those who have followed 

in his footsteps to the end, and can be spoken of as "World-enders". 

Who is the Great Person, the Kinsman of the Sun, the Eye in the 

World,*” the descendant of Angirasa, the God of Gods, who says 

of himself that he is neitlier a God, nor a Genius nor a man, but 

a Buddha, one in whom all the conditions that deterroine particular 

modes of ctistence have been destroyed.”* What are these Arhats, 

who Uke the Vedic immortals, have won to being what they are by 

their "dignity"? 

The question can be approached from mar^y different angles. In 

the first place, the Buddha’s names and epithets are suggestive; in 

the Vedas, for example, the first and most of Angitases ace Agni 

and Indra,*** to whom also the designation of "Arhat" is oftenest 

applied. Agni is, like the Buddha, "awakened at dawn" (usaf- 

hudh): Indra is urged to be "of waking mind" {hodhin-menai) 



and when overcome by pride itJ his own strength be actually "awak¬ 

ens” himself when reproached by his spiritual alter-ego.*** That the 

Buddha is called "Great Person" and "Most Man" {maha purusa, 

firtama) by no means tells us that he is "a man", since these are 

epithets of the highest Gods in the oldest Brahmanical books. Maya 

is not a woman’s name, but Natura naturans, our "Mother Na¬ 

ture".*** Or if we consider the miraculous life, we shall find that 

alrtrtwt every detail, from the free choice of the time and place of 

birth*” to the lateral birth itself”* and the taking of the Seven 

Strides,*" and from the Going Forth to the Great Awakening on 

the strewn altar at the foot of the World-tree at the Nave! of the 

Earth, and from the defeat of the Dragons to the miraculous kind¬ 

ling of the sacrificial firewood,*** can be exactly paralleled—and in 

saying "exactly" we mean just that—in the Vedic mythology of Agni 

and India, priest and king in divinis. For example, and the single 

instance must suffice, if the Vedic Dragon fights with fire and 

smoke,*** and also with women with weapons,”* so does Mira, 

Death, whom the Buddhist texts still refer to as "Holdfast"; if the 

Vedic Dragon-slayer is deserted by the Gods and must rely upon 

his own resources, so is the Bodhisattva left alone, and can only 

call upon his own powers to assist him.”* In saying d^is we do not 

mean to deny that the Buddha’s defeat of Mira is an allegory of 

self-conquest, but only to point out that this is a very old story, one 

that has always and everywhere been told; and that in its Buddhist 

setting the stoiy is not a new one, but derived immediately from the 

Vedic tradition, where the same story is told, and where it has the 

same significance.’** 

That Che perfected possess the power of motion and manifesta¬ 

tion at will is familiar in Christian teaching, where they "shall pass 

in and out and find pasture";*** and such powers are naturally proper 

to those who, being "joined unto the Lord, are one spirit".*” The 

like is repeatedly enunciated in the Brahmanical scriptures, and 

often in nearly the same words. In an often recurring context the 

Buddha describes the four stages of contemplation (dhyana) of 
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paths of power {rddhifada) that are the equivaieot of the "Aryan 

Path” and are means to Omnisdence, Full Awakening, and Nir¬ 

vana."* When all these stations of contemplation (dhyana) have 

been so mastered that the praciidonei can pass from one to another 

at will, and similarly commands the composure or synthesis 

{samadhi) to which they lead, then in this state of unification 

{ikc^vadhi-bhava) the liberated Aihat is at once omniscient and 

omnipotent; the Buddha, describing his own attainment, can re¬ 

member his "former habitations ' (purva-nivasa) ^ or as we should 

be apt to say, "past births”, in every detail; and describing his pow¬ 

ers {rddbi), he says that "I, brediren, can realise (pfatyanubbuy^ 

whatever countless powers 1 will; being many, I become one, and 

having been many become also one; seen or unseen, 1 can pass 

through a wall or a mountain as if it were air; I can sink into the 

earth or emerge from it as though it were water; I can walk on 

the water as if it were solid earth I can move through the air 

like a bird; I can touch with my hands the sun and moon; I have 

power with respect to my body even so far as unto the Brahma- 

world”.*’® The same powers are exercised by other adepts to the 

extent that they have perfected themselves in the same disciplines 

and are masters of composure [samadhi); it is only when concen¬ 

tration {dbyana) fails that the power of motioft*at*wilI is lost.”* 

The Buddha employs the old Brahmanical formula*’* when he says 

that he has taught his disciples to extract from this material body 

another body of Intellectual substance, as one might draw an arrow 

from its sheath, a sword from its scabbard, or a snake from its 

slough; it is with diis intellectual body that one enjoys omnisdence 

and is a mover-at-will as far as the Brahmaloka.*’* 

Before we ask ourselves what all this means, let us remark that 

supernatural no more implies unnatural than super-essendal implies 

unessential; and that it would be unsdentific to say that such attain¬ 

ments are impossible, unless one has made experiment In accordance 

with the prescribed and perfectly intelligible disciplines. To call 

these things "miraculous” is not to say "impossible", but only 



’'wonderful”; and as we said before, following Plato, ’’Philosophy 

begins in wonder”. Furthermore, it must be clearly understood that 

the Buddha, like other orthodox teachers, attaches no great impor¬ 

tance to these powers and very strongly deprecates a cultivation of 

powers for their own sake and in any case foibids their public ex¬ 

hibition by monks who possess them. *’! do, indeed,” he says, ’’pos¬ 

sess these three powers (rddhi) of motion-at-will, mind-reading, 

and teaching; but there can be no comparison of the first two of 

these marvels {pretiharya) with the much farther-reaching and far 

more productive marvel of my teaching”.*'* It will profit us more 

to ask what such marvels, or those of Christ imply,’”* than to 

ask whether they ’’really” took place on some given CNxasion; just 

as in the exegesis of other hero-tales it will be much more useful to 

ask what ’’seven-league boots” and ’'tarn caps" mean, than Co point 

out that they cannot be bought in department stores. 

In the first place, we observe that in the Brahmanical contexts, 

omniscience, particularly of births, is predicated of Agni (jdtavedas), 

the "Eye in the World”, and of the "all-seeing” Sun, the "Eye of tlic 

Gods”, and for the very good reason diat these consubstantial prin¬ 

ciples are the catalytic powers apart from which no birth could be; 

and further, that the power of motion at will, or what is the same 

thing, motion without locomotion, is predicated in the Brahmanical 

books of the Spirit or Universal Self (aiman) on the one hand, and 

of liberated beings, knowers of the Self and assimilated to the Self, 

on the other. Once we have understood that the Spirit, universal 

solar Self and Person, is a timeless omnipresence, it will be recog¬ 

nized that the Spirit, by hypothesis, is naturally possessed of all the 

powers that have be«i described; the Spirit is the ’’knower of all 

births” in saecula saeculofum precisely because it // ’where every¬ 

where and every when are focussed” and if present undivided as well 

in all past as in ail future becomings;*’* and by the same token, we 

find it spoken of also as ’’Providence (prajna) or as ’’Compendious 

Providence” {prajnana-ghana) for the very good reason that its 

kftowledge of "events" is not derived from the events themselves. 
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but the events derived from its knowledge of itself. In all the 

Biahmanical books the powers that have been desaibed are the 

Lord's: if the Coroprehensor can change his form and move at 

will, it is ’ even as Bralima can change his form and move at will;”* 

it is the Spirit, ultimately solajr Self (aiman) that itself not moving 

yet outruns others.”^ All these things are powers of the Spirit and 

of those who are "in the spirit*’; and if by far the greatest of all 

these miracles is that of the teaching, that is simply to say with 

St Ambrose that "All that is true, by whomsoever it has been said, 

is from the Holy Ghost" If the "signs and woriders’’ are lightly 

dismissed, it is not because they are unreal, but because it is an evil 

and adulterous generation that asketh for a sign. 

The Buddha desaibes himself as unknowable (ananttvedya) even 

here and now; neither Gods r^or men can see him; those who see 

him in any form or think of him in words do not see him at all.*”* 

"I am neither priest nor prince nor hu^andman nor anpne at all; 

I wander in the world a learned Nobody, uncontaminate by human- 

qualities {alipyarnarui . . . manavehhyah) ; useless to ask my family 

name (go/M)”.**® He leaves no trace by which he can be tracked.**' 

Even here and now the Buddha cannot be taken hold of, and it 

cannot be said of this Supernal Person {paratna-purusa) after the 

dissolution of the body and psychic complex that be becomes or does 

not become, nor can both these things be a^rmed or denied of him; 

all that can be said is thit "he is'*; to ask what or where he is would 

be futile.*** "He who secs the Law (dharma) sees me";*“ and that 

is why in the early iconography he is represented, not in human 

form, but by such symbols as that of the "Wheel of the Law", of 

which he is the immanent mover. And that is all just as it was in 

the Brahmanical books, where it is Brahma that has no personal or 

family name*** and cannot be tracked, the Spirit {atman) that never 

became anyone—Who knows where he is ?***—the interior Self that 

is uncontaminated,*"* the supreme Self of which nothing true can 

be said {neti, neti) and that cannot be grasped except by the thought 

"It is". It is assuredly with reference to that ineffable principle diat 
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the Buddha says that "There is an unborn, unbeame, unmade, in* 

composite, and were it not for that unborn, unbecome, unmade, 

incomposite, no way could be shown of escape from birth, becoming, 

making, composition*’;*** and we do not see what that "unborn” 

can be but "That" in-animate {anatmya) Spirit (Itmafi) were it not 

for ^'hose invisible being (sai) there could be no life anywhere.*” 

The Buddha fiatly denies that he ever taught the cessation or 

annihilation of an essence; all that he teaches is the putting of 

a stop to sorrow.*** 

In a famous passage of the Milinda Questions the old symbol of 

the chariot is used by Nagasena to break down the King’s belief in 

the reality of his own "personality”.*" We need hardly say that 

diroughout the Brahmanical and Buddhist literature (as also in 

Plato and Philo)*** the "chariot" stands for the psycho-physical 

vehicle, as which or in which—according to our knowledge of "who 

we are”—we live and move.*** The steeds are die senses, the reins 

their controls, the mind the coachman, and the Spirit or real Self 

(atman) die charioteer {ratht)^^ i.e. passenger and owner, who 

alone knows the vehicle’s destination; if the horses are allowed to 

run away with the mind, the vehicle will go astray; but if they are 

curbed and guided by the mind in accordance with its knowledge of 

the Self, the latter will reach home. In our Buddhist text it is strong¬ 

ly emphasized that all that composes the chariot and team, or body- 

and-soul, is devoid of any essential substance; "chariot" and "self* 

are only the conventional names of coostmeted aggregates, and do 

not import existences independent of or distinguishable from the 

factors of which they are composed; and just as one confection is 

called a "chariot" for convenience, so ought the human personality 

to be called a "self" ordy for convenience. And just as the repeated 

expression "That is not my Self” has so often been misinterpreted 

to mean "There is no Self", so the destructive analysis of the vehicu\ 

lax personality has been held to mean diat there is no Person! It is 

complained that "the charioteer is left out”.*** 

Actually, however, nothing is said for or against the imperceptible 
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presence in the composite vehicle of eternal substance distinct 

from it and one and the same in all such vehicles. Nagasena, who 

refuses to be regarded as a "somebody" and maintains that "Niga- 

sena" is nothing but a name for the inconstant aggregate of the 

psycho-physical phenomenon, could surely have said, "I live, yet 

not I, but the Law in me." And if we take into consideration other 

Pali texts we shall find that a charioteer is taken for granted, and 

who and what he is, namely one that "has never become anyone". 

The Eternal Law (dbrnina) is, in fact, die charioteer and while 

"the king’s chariots age, and just so the body ages, the Eternal Law 

of existences does not age”.*” The Buddha identifies himself—thar 

Self that he calls his refuge^®^—with this Law*” and calls himself 

the "best of charioteers”,**® one who tames men, as though they 

were horses,*** And finally we find a detailed analysis of the 

"chariot” concluding with the statement that the rider is the Self 

{itman), in almost the very words of the Upanishads.**^ The state¬ 

ment of a Buddhist commentator, that the Buddha is the Spiritual 

Self iaiman) is assuredly correct.*” That "Great Person” {mAba~ 

pufuta) is the charioteer in all beings. 

We believe that enough has now been said to show beyond any 

possible doubt that the "Buddha” and "Great Person”, "Arhat", 

"Brahma-become” and "God of Gods" of the Pali texts is himself 

the Spirit (atman) and Inner Man of all beings, and that he is 

"That One” who makes himself manifold and in whom all beings 

again "become one”; that the Buddha is Brahma, Prajapati, the 

Light of lights, Fire or Sun, or by whatever other name the older 

books refer to the First Principle; and Co show that insofar as the 

Buddah’s "life” and deeds are described, it is the doings of Brahma 

as Agni and Indra that arc retold. Agni and Indra are the Priest 

and King in dhinis, and it is with these two possibilities that the 

Buddha is born, and these two possibilities that are realised, for 

although bis kingdom is in one sense not of this world, it is et^ually 

certain that he as Cakravartin is both piie» and king in the same 

sense Aat Christ is "both priest and king”. We are forced by the 
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logic of the scriptures themselves to sey thtt Agoendiau, Buddha, 

Krishoa, Moses and Qirist are names of one and the same "descent" 

whose birth is eternal; to recognize that all saipfure without ex¬ 

ception requires of us In positive terms to know our Self and by 

the same token to know what-is-wor-oux-Self but mistakenly called 

a "self": and that the Way to become what-we-are demands an 

excision from our consciousness-of-being, every false identification 

of our being with what*wc-are-fiOt, but think we are when we say 

"I ^link” or "I do". To have "come clean" {tuiiha) is to have 

distinguished our Self from all its psydio*physical, bodily and men¬ 

tal accidents; to have identified our Self with any of these is the 

worst possible sort of pathetic fallacy and the whole cause of "our" 

sufferings and mortality, from which no one who still is anyone can 

be liberated. It is related that a Confucian scholar besought the 

twenty-eighth Buddhist patriarch, Bodhidhanna, "to padfy his soul". 

The Patriarch retorted, "Produce it, and 1 will pacify it”. The Con¬ 

fucian replied "That is tny trouble, that I cannot find it". Bodhi* 

dharma replied, "Your wish is granted". The Confudao understood, 

and departed in peace.*^” 

It is altogether contrary to Buddhist, as it is to Vcdantic doctrine 

to think of "ourselves" as wanderers in the fatally determined storm 

of the world's flow {samsar^. "Our immortal Self" is anything but 

a "surviving personality". It is not this man So-and-so that goes 

home and is lost to view,"* but the prodigal Self that recollects It¬ 

self; and that having been many is now again one, and inscrutable, 

Dtus ahscond'itus. "No man hath ascended up to heaven, but he that 

came down from heaven", and therefore "If any man would follow 

me, let him deny himself"-"* "The kingdom of God is for none but ' 

the thoroughly dead”-"* The realisation of Nirvana is the "Flight 

of the Alone to the Alone"."’ 
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NOTES TO BUDDHISM 

tad passim; D.I.52. 69 $in.20di A.I.S2 (Cr^uai SayiHff. 
p. $7» wbeM V<M<Inaid’s F»ouiol« 2 is completely mistatei). The Buddha (eeche$ 

that Cbexe is aa ou^t>to<be>clooe {kiri^) txtd aa ougbt aot to-b^one (ah'r/ya) ; these 

two words "fvff refer to "the doctiaoe of Karma (retnbuttOD) aod its opposite”. Q. 

HJA5JV.l9}9i p.ll9. That the Goal (as io Brahmaiiical doctrine) is one of libentioa 
from good sad eviJ both (see Notes 248, 249} is quite aaother matter; the doing of 

good sad avoidance of evil are indisfensibJe to Wayfaring, llie view that there is 
Qo^ou^t-to^be-dooe {a-kfrifa), however argued, is becetical: responsibility cannot be 

evaded either (1) by the argument of a fatal deteemiosdoo by the causal eficacy of 

past acts or (2) by making God {man) responsible or (3) by a denial of causality 
asd poshilatiOQ of chance; igoorance is the root of all evil, and it is upon what we 

do now that oat welfare depends (A.I.173 f). Man is lulpless ooly to the extent that 

be sees Self io what is not-Self; to the extent that be frees himself from the ootion 
'This is I", bis actions will be good and not evil; while foe so long as he identides 

himself with soul'acd-body (revf4Maa>i4ps) his settoos will be "sejf”>lsb. 

^••D.in.US Aou rre altSaiiS; AJ1.23, DJn.133, So.357 yasU vUl laiU 
hiri (cf. SV,TV,33.6 jai/an Sent nofa tvk hi cakrub); hence Sn.430, Itiv.122, 

t^bMdin. Io this seose taibifaJo can be applied to Buddha, Dbamms and Sahgha, 
So.236'23& 

The Dhamma taught by the Buddha, beautiful from first to last, is both of 
present applicetion {itahMifhiko) and timelm {akiliko), pasaiin. 

It follows that the same applies to tbe Buddha bimseJf, who identifies himself with 

tbe Ohamma. 

^**D4,lS0 sajam abbiHfii taaebikaivi; DJIJ.135 sabbam . . . abinsaahuidhaiai 
Db. 333 s^bajniffbam asmh 

MJ.68 f., the Buddha “roars tbe Lion’s roar” and having recounted his super* 

natural powers, cootinug; "Now if anyoae says of me, Gotama tbe Pilgrim, koowar 
and seer as aforesaid, that my eminent Aryan gnosis and insight have no suparbuman 

quality, aod that I teach a Law that has been beaten out by reasoning [takkaparijkhaUm) 

experimentally thought out and self*expreas«d {sayant’Pai^bhiiuM), if he wiU not 
recant, not repent {ehiaa pajabatis ps'itiYuatv } and abandon tbls view, be 

falls into bell": "These profound orutbs {ya JiamnS gambklri) which the Buddha 

teachg are inaccessible to reasoning (tOaAibvatafi), be bas verified them by his own 

super>bmowledge" (DJ.22}: cf. KUJI.9 "it is not by reasoning thst (bat idea can be 

reached” (sw/a larkana sanV ipanayi). Mil.2n f. explains that it is an "ancient Way 

that had beos lost that the Buddha opens up agalo'*. Tbe refeence is to the 
bfobmatariye, "walldog with God" (= fle^ OiHrMtofietv, Pbaadrtu 246 C) of 

RV.X.109>3, AV., firtbfflaoas, Upanifads and Pali texts, passim. 

Tbe "Lion’s roar” is oti^nally Brhaspati's, BV,X.67.9, Le. AgnI's. 

»•* 8JI,106. 

aasgjV.lP; Sn.2B4. In inivuuaia 28,29 those who fellow this (ancient) Way 

augbt by the Buddhas are Called Mahatmas. 

*** BU.IV.4,8. As Mrs. Rhys Davids has also pointed out, the Boddha is a aide 

of Brahmanism Only in extamil nuRers; tbe "inteinaJ system of spiritual vaJug” be 
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"taka for ^nted" ("Relatioas betw««o EatI^ Buddhism a^d finhioaoiun’V IMQ., 

X,1934, p.282). 

In view of the current icnpinsiM) that the Buddbe cune to de&trOf, not to fulfil an 

olda Law, we ^ve empbaaia^ tbrou|hout tbe utuoterrupted cootiauitf of Bnhtnanlcal 

and Buddhist doctrine (e.|. in Note 299). Buddhist doetrbe b original {yaaise 

aaatuiiira) indeed, but certaJdr oot novel. 

«’Sa.2«4 f (rf. EV.X.71.9); D.nUl,82 and 94 f; eweptoas, S.xi.13; Sa.HM2. 

MU.Vl.29 "This de^st mystery . , BU.VI,3.12; BG.IV.J, XVI1I.67. 

Yet the Upeni^ were actually "pobli^ed"; ud just as the Buddha "holds nothing 

ha^', so we are told that 'noiltlag whatever waa omitted in what was told to 

Satyakiine, a man who cannot prove his ancestry, but is Oiled a Brahman because of 

his truth speaking (CU.(V.4.9). There ts no more secrecy, and rww whoever is a 

ComprehensOr can properly be called a Brahman <$BJCI1.6.l4l). 

>«*Cf. 5B.IV.1.4.5. 

ISO BD.VI1.5f 

Ml BD.Vn,57. 

BVJC.dS.J. 

•^>BU,VI,2^; CU.V.Ml; Kauj. Up. IV.9 (where the situaEon is called "ab 

no/mar. praXrlaitu). 

”*D.UI.40, cf. S.l.lW. D.1.12. 

Its Stephens, LagenJs of Indian Saddhisvi, 19Jl, p. 7. Similarly M. V. 

Bbsttacha/ya maintains t^t the Buddha taught that "(here is no Self, or Atman * 

{Cutttmd HmSH9 W India. p.2J9). Even in 1925 a Buddhist scholax could write 

"The soul ... is described In the UpanJaads as a small creature In shape like a man 

,, Buddhism repudiated all such theories” (?TS. Dictionary., $.v. atian). It would he 

as reasonable to say that Christianity is materialistic because it speab of an "inner 

mao’*. Pew scholars would write In this manner todey, but ridiculous as such state* 

ments may appear, (and it is as much an ignorance of Christian doctrine aa It Is of 

Brahmanism that is involved), they still survive In all popular accounts of '*Buddhiam’'. 

It is of cottrse. true that the Buddha denied the esdstence of a "soul" or "self" in 

the narrow sense of the word (one might say. in accordance with the command, 

dtaetai satpjun, Mark, 'VIII. 34!) but this is not what Our writers mean to say, or are 

understood by tbeir readers to say; what they mean to say Is that the Buddha denied 

the immortal, unbom and Supreme Self of the Upanishads. And that is palpably false. 

For be frequently speab of this Self or Spirit, and nowhere mere clearly than in the 

repeated formula na mt to a/ii, "That ss not my Self”, excluding body and tbe com* 

ponents ^ empirical consciousness, a statement to which tbe words of Sankara are. 

peculiarly apposite, ''Whenever we deny something unreal, tl is with reference to 

something real ' (Br. SHtra jn.2.22) ; as rerucked by Mrs. Rhys Davids, "jo. 'this one’, 

is used in the Suttas for utmost emphasis la questiona of personal Identity” (Atmar 

Antbologiei, L P> 7« oote 2). It was not for the Buddba, but for the naiihika, 

to deny this Sell) And as to "ignoring God" (It Is often pretended that Buddhism Is 

' aihaiatk ), one might as well argue that Ueistet Eckhart ignored God*' lo saying 

“niht, daa 1st gote gelleh, winde belde olht sind" (Pfeiffer, p.504)!. 

See Marco PalUs, FMkj and l^oj, 1939, Pp.79'81. 

See the various books of T. Suzuki. 

*^*Dh.74 matr/eva kata . . . Isi bilatta saiiiappo, " T did It*, an infantile idea”, 

a. Note 16$. 

Kero, Maual of India Buddhim, p,6$. Cf. A.II.BS, 39 where the Buddha 

says that he has destroyed all the causes by which he might become a God or a man. 
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«c.» tad being uoconiamiaated by the wcvid, ''Thewfow I uo Bu«i«lha' (Mioai 

keddh^smi). 

^^Saddbarvu PunJ^ikt, XV. i, io ztplj to the bewiWenreac of his audience, who 

cannot luideruand tbe Buddha’s claim to have beeo the teacher of eountfees Bodbi* 

sattvas icj bygoae aeons. In just the same way Arjafla is bewildered by Krishea's 

e^tl birth (BGJV.d), and the Jews could not uoderstand the uying of Chust, 

"before i\hrahara was, I ain". 

xsi IJ^ri edv. Jovnianura, 1,42. 

is a techakality. See my 'SymboUsm of the Dome ' <Part 3) in IHQ. 

XIV, 1958 and "Svayoioa^O^; Janua Coell" in Zdnoxij U, 1939 (iMl). 

*wVulI,23 (Mahlvagga 1.14). Cf, Vi8.393 fdjduinfi gaMsimoi adihu ali&aaiH? 

CU.VTn.7.1 *wi . -. tavtiiavyti^. 

*9* Vm.1.25 (Mahivagga M5). Cf. the similar story of Mogall&na's conflict with 
the Dragon Riitrapala, Vis.399 f. 

»«»SJ.l69, See also ray "AtmayaiSa; SeJf sacrifiee'' is MJASyilHi^ 

Cf. Kettb, Aitartya Afsayaka. 1908, pmi. 

One must assume that it is in igaoraoce of the Brahmaaical Iifetature that Mrs. 

Rhys Davids finds something novel in the Buddha's Internai Agoihotra (Couraa tht 

Mm. p.97). In just the same way I. B. Hornet {Barty Bttddbist Thaoty oj Mmt Ptr- 

i«eifd, Ch.II, esp, p.33) can discuss the history of the word araba at greet length 

without raentioning that in RVJC,63.4 we are tc^ that tbe Gods (who, in their 

plurality, had never been thought of as originally immonal) 'by their worth {arhafi) 

attained their immortality”! And in the same way tbe PTS. Pali Dictionary knows 

of arabanl “befote Buddhism" only as an "booonfic dHe of high officials”. Buddhist 

exegesis by scholars who do not know their Vedas is never quite reliable. 

‘•'D.D.JOl aila^ipi vibamha eUa-iersni . . . dbamma^)pi dkmnaiarana. Cf, 

Sc. 901 ye aii»-dlpd vieamu hke aifthemi saikadbi tdppemutld; Dh.l4d, 252 

attdhakArtaa onaddhi padipam na gavtuusba ... re karohi iipam totaso. Tbe a^ooi* 

tioo "Make tbe Self your refuge” {karayya sarapmao, 5111.143) enjoins what the 

Buddha himself has done, who says "I have nude tbe Self my refuge” (iaiaK n# 

sarapam astano, DJI. 120); for. indeed, "as he teaches, so be does ' (yaJha vadi. tasha 

kari, >^11.23, in.lSS, Sn.397) i which rerfid is often made tbe basis of tbe epithet 

'TathSgara'. 

The Buddhist "lamp " texts correspond to ^et. Up. Ill3 "When the bridled mao 

by means of his own Self«sachness. ss if by tbe light of a lamp {aima-tatvfna . . . 

iipepamtfta), perceives the firaht^suchness, unborn, steadfast clean of aji other 

suchne&ses. then knowing God be is Ubereted from all ills". The Spirit {atman) is 

our light wbes all other lights have gone out (BU.tV.3.d). 

»“On $aJi imfH) as "watching one's step ", cf. I.Cot.10.31, cf. D,I,70,SBB.Iir.233 

etc. ^os an inadvertent <iA is wane than a delibante sin (Mil.84. d. 198). 

But like the BrahmanicaJ Marti, the Buddhist tati means more than this mate 

heedfulnesa, tbe padasadgam of J.V1,292. ReooUectiOo is practised with a view to 

omniseieoce or super-gnosis (a3i/4«d, paimaaa. Jtpownfiiea, no6voto). The fullest 

account is given in Vi5.407 f. In Mil.77<79, this is a matter either of intuitive, spon¬ 

taneous aetd unaided 8upe^gnosis, or occasioned {kafum}ka=kftnma)\ in the latter 

ose we are merely reminded by external signs of what we alr^y know potentially. 

Comparing this with Pt8f,UpJV.3, CU.VII.I3, VUJd.t and MU.VT.7 ("The Self 

knows evefylbing’’), and taking account of tbe epithet Jltavedas^Pali t^tiisam, it 

appears that the Indian doctlne <d Memory coincides wid> the Platonic doctrioe io 

Mfno 81 (ji4Jfiitcns=4vd*svTieC?), 
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ti^Lnus ^645. 

lUpaUie 431 A, B, 604 B; Laws, 9^9 B; 83 B, «c. 

in John xni,>6; Mark Vin.34. Those who do follow bico baw 'fORakw til ', 

and this oarunllf includes "themselves". 

>« HA. rv.i2. 

>« Luke XIV.26, "wbo htteth ool falhet and oo**f. and wife and childrea, aod 

brethreo and aistas, cf. MU.VI.2a "If to wife and family he be attached, ffor suet a 

mao, ao, never at aU” aad Sn.60 "Alone I faze, fersakinj wife and child, mother 

and /ither'. ef. 58. Cf. Note 94, 

^•♦Meister Eckhart and ^Piliiam Blake. Cf. BehmcQ, Stx Panel* Theetophiea, 

Vn.lO "Thus we see bow a life peisbes . . . aamely, when it will be its own lord... 

If it will oot ^ve itself up to death, then It cannot obtain any other world.” Martb. 
XV.25: Phaaio, 67,68, "No creatore can atteia a hisbei grade of nature wi*out 

ceasing to exist" <Sl Thomas Aquinas, Sum. Tifd-t I.6J.3). Cf, Scbiilw, "la Cfioc 

only there is life aad koowledge must be death"; and what has beea aaJd above oa 
Nir^pa as a being fufebaJ. What lies beyond $ueb deaths cannot be defined in terms 

of oor kind of living. 

3»»Sa.5M Kc jaiihaii nuecati , , - ktteaiUMi %ateha^ bfaha^ok*»? ft is dur- 

aeteristic of Lord Ctalmm’ anenuaiioos that be reiid« kea'aiianS only as *"Wbereby?”. 

la the same way the PIS, Dictionary carefully omits tbc positive referettCCS s,t. 
tad igoeces maJxasa. Mrs Rhys Davids has discussed nahatli^*tiahila& (eg. Paviara 

af RtUgiM Vl.22i), but i^iotes the namre of the aaiinuut on which the epithet 

depends. 

^••A.11,211 bfahma-hbulana atimi what^'r, like BU.rV-4.6 brahma/aa son hrakm- 

gave?/. Cf So.508 bba%avi hi ata eabkhi braJm^^ dittba (not, as ta Lord Chalner’s 
ve/aioo •‘Brabmi", hut Brsbaa); sabkbi as in BU, ill .4.2 aibiid-aparokfid-btahaa). 

DA-1.313 faio brabma-ioki pafiiandhi-naataa aa ipstana-albamma, expanding 

Di.l56 aakpaai-dbaanmc; as ia BU.Vli.l5 fa laf" braimaicktfM . , . vasaaii, 

na pM/ufiartlib; CUJV.15A r«4« nanMm-bvarwIi aavarlaiiUi CU,V11I.I5. 

The oaly coaditioo superior to this is rhat of the attainment of tbe last end here and 

DOW, rathe than post mortem. 

A.I.57, 58,149.249. VA8; Sa.778.9l3, cf. Mano XI.230; Rtpablie 440 B; 

ICor.4.4. This u the "Ayenbyw of Inwyt”. 

i»*Db.l60 arid bJ afiana naibc; 380 4tfa hi aUaao gati (cf. BUJV.3.32; KU.IIL 
11 j MU.V17 iimsao'ima net* antrlikbyah! RV.V.50.1 viivo dtvasja nafup. via. SavtCf). 

Bttt in Db62 aui hi auve n'aubi, "In self there's naught of Self, cf- S.in.82,83 

yad amzia...na at St fiti, "What is aot-Self, thaes oot m? Sdf, the rclereats are 

reversed: tbe Self {Staum) is selfless {anafatja) as in *1X1.11.7. 

*®®S.I.75 n’tdaiibaga pijafenm aUaai kaaei . . . auabimoi Udiaa 47; A.lZ^l 

(cf. 11.21) ailakamtna taahasiam abbikkbahiafi. S.L71,72, like BG.V1,3.7, explains 

when the Self is dear ipiya) and not dear iappiye) to self. On the ether hand m 

AJV.97 atti hi psasme piyo, the man "too f^ of hiaself" is what is ordinarily 

meant by the "selflah" mao. 

BU J4.9, a.4. rv,5. 

Hermes, £Jb. TV.6 B. 

St Thomas Aquinas, Sam ThatL, IMI.26.4; cf- Db,l66 (man'sfirstdiiry to work 

Out his own sslvatioo). 

t®*RV,l.U5.1 afma jagatai Wibasai ea; SBJC,4.2.27 sarvtfim bhBsiaam 

iiaS; BUJI,3.15 saraafim . - - adbipafip; I1J,5 brahaa ya aimi stfvbnSatabi MU.V.l 
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W/Mmi; BG.VU9 tarvahhSlASlh^ aimatm, VII.9 flvaiiaA Jtfpabii/ffi4:l4as\i 

sofM^husiiifi^. etc. This dxtriM of ooe ’'Soul” or 'Self'’ b«huul vlat tppos/ to be 

Out msoy different souls or selves esa be recogoiad k P!ito (noublr Mw 81, 
describing the univetssl birth and eoruequait oonisdnoe of the ‘'louDortsI Sod," d. 

Hole 188 )> Flodaui {rwabJy Enn*^s SVS pessko. ofl Ibe "redunion of *11 souls * 

to one”) aod Hereies (ooteblr Uh. V.IO. A ’bodiles sod haviag caoy bodfee, or 
rather pretient in all bodies”, cf, KU.II^S Alarfnm /erlre/M; aod "the essetre of 

all beings". It survives io Dioofsius. "Beio^ (hat pervades all ihiogs ac ooce tltough 

Qor ofTected by choD”. (De tlfv, tom. II. LO) 

>»BKU.U.18 ad^ hujan aa b^hSta haieili 11.2) ka Uthd vade y^rt ta^} 

VI.75 4J//. Cf. Mil.7$ hbagfivi ^hi...aa jaUd....a//iutaiim Mini vd idha; and 

Sankara (on Blf.in.3) maktosja ea as goitk kvat'n. 

*«BUJH.4.2: cf. UA.14. IV,5.15; AA.lIl.2.4. 

Erivgena 

^A.U. 1?7 "I aen naugbl of an soyOoe acywherc, aor is Cbero aarwltere augbc of 
mine "; slmlliul)' MJ1.263,2S4. Plotious, foAcair VL9,10 “But this oiu bu aov 

become aaotbei, aad is oeliber himself oor his own". Cf. ny AkIi&a£Aft: Self* 

aaughting ’ ia NMI1],L940. 

*«S,1M3» m.U) etc. 

5.17.9$, vidainsa ... railiyi ea divoiisssa ra annad ew nffojiiaji. 

Maralia $92 D. based On PUto, Sy«pasUm 207 D, B. See prev»u« Hole. 

S.I1.2d, 27. The eoligbteaed disciple does aot tbiolc of bimtalf s trsmmigrstiog 

but only recognises the incessaat opaaiioo of cnediaie causes in accofdsnce with which 

cootingear personalities arise and cease. 

sw S J.14- 

>24 Sjn.l4$. See Mote 187. 

3**D.]ll20. See Note 187. 

»ssM.I.256 (^d'sheresy). 

*22 S.n.13, D.61 eK. 

*» AAJr.1.3 "Man is a prodxt of «orb’% ie. of >h««p that have been done up to 

that moroeoc at which we (iarors-kr^ ayam patuist). Cf. Notes 78, 211,22). 

AVi8- 

HiJ.71/2. That nothing but tbe “fire" of life is trammiilKl is In perfect sgrwe* 

mm with the Vedantic "Tbe Lord Is the only traosniigiant” sod wl^ HeradeiCus, 

for whom the flu* is only of the fontal and inflowing fire, die =Agm. 
aiMpts. Not tbrrefore la disagreemeot with Plato tt d., who certainly ^ ant reject 

tbe but presumes a Being from which all bcconiiag proceeds, a Beins chat is 

oot itself a "thioifV but froeo which all "thiogs" incessantly flow, 

*>2M.I.398: $.1184; AV.88 "My oatuie is of worb {kammassiko'ahi'i ^ wochs 

1 iobexlt, I am bora of works, the taosoMi of works, one to vboc weeks rererej 

whatever wo^ or ^ Or foul, I do, I shall iaherit* '. Tbe last muse aot, of course, be 

taken to loesfi that aa "I” really iocaraates, but only that a hature "F’ will Inherit and 

perceive, Just as "I” do, sD own ausally deteracood nature. Cf. Nott 212. 

>«hLI. 25d f.; Mil.72 daitki kori stOfO yc mambi kiyi oMads Uyarh laniamasi. 

»>5J3.95, cf. Kotea 210,211. 

Jobo 1X2. 

Fate is oothiog bat tbe series Or Order of secoad causes, and lies in these auses 

tbeitLselves aod sot io Ood (except ProvideotraUy, i.e. ia the saaie way Ibat the Buddha 
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"knows wbaK%'er is to b« koown» ts ii bu be«o aii^ wJl b</’ Sn. SSS oce, d. Pral. Up> 

JV.S) who does oot ^ovea directly bur tbrau^ (Nose causes, with which be oevec 
i&tttferes (St ThoiDU Aquioas, S«n. Thfol^ 1.22,}, 1.103.7 ad 2, I.Ud.2, 4 etc.). 

‘'Ncihios happens lo the world hj chaoce” (St Aufusufle> LXXXlII-^u.24); 

"As a mother is pregoaot with uokoro offspciog, so is the world itself with the causes 

of uoboro things" (£>e Tf/>t^UJS,—both statements eodoned by $t Thomas Aquioai). 
tfaeo should mlserabJe mot Teoture to pride themselves oa their freewill before 

they are set free?” $i Au|ustLO«, Dt tp/r. tf Hi., 52). The Buddhe clearly demonstrates 

that we cao aeitber be as nor wheo we will, and are not free ($.111.66^), though 

"there is a Vay” (D.!.15d) to become so. It is the |rasp of the very fact that "we" 
are mecbaoistns, causally determined (as srated ia the repeated formula, *'This beio^ 

so, that arises; or not beJag so, does not trise")’'Kbe very ground of "scicatlAc 

matarialism' '^hat poiocs out the Vay of escape; all our trouble arises from the fact 
that like Boethius we have "forgetten who we are”, and ignorantly see our Saif sn* 

what-is>not-Ottt*Self {fiiunimi tutmeatt), but only a process. 

nittl>ant94ttf>iiya /la ptbapMthiya. Cf. Note 249. 

x^M.1.157, 140 "Naughtily, vsiely, falsely, acd against the fact am I charged 

with bemg a misleader aod a teacher ^ the cutting off. destnicHoo and ooc-entity of 
whar really is” (/are }tfajra = t6 Svto); ^); there is here a pUy oo the double 

meaoiog of the word vtnsjiba, (X) leader-away, destroyer (e.g. of (he Ego«hetesr, but 

not of whit 'really is") aod (2) leadet^ford), guide, a^ in b{.1.38& Similarly SJlI.llOf. 

a. BU.rV.5.1 (Uaitreyrs feat); Klf.1.20.22 (even the Gods bad doubt of this, 

"Is, or is not”, after passing Over); CU.VUIJ.J, VIII.9.L "Yet it would be Improper 
to say eveo of a Buddha after death that ’He Im^s not, be sees oof ” (D.11,66). His 

suture cannot be expressed by any antithesis or combirution of tbe terms "Is” or "Is 

not”. He "Is”, but not in any "place” (Mil.75). 

Gu4aoo, "L’Er/eut du psychologisoie'', Eiaiet TtadhtontlUs, 4}, 1938. 

’The most evil type of mao is he who, in his wakiog hours, has the <7uali(les we 

fouad in his dream state" (Plato, RapB^ie. 5d7 B). 

M.II.32; S.II.2d artd passim, 

S.ni.ld2.lM etc "Ignorance" is failure to distioguish body-aod-consciouiness 

ftem Self. 

s** A.rV.195, Dh 243, pataa m»!am{ ef. M.I.263. With DJ.70 on tbe in* 

fetuatioa that lesulb from tbe indulgence of vision and other senses, cf, Plato, Pro* 

tagaras, i56 A "It is the power of appearance (^^> 9mvo^fvov s Pall fppa) that 

us astrvy”, 357 E "To be overcome by pleasure Is igooraoce ia tbe highest degree”, 
358 C ’This yielding to oaeself Is just ‘ignonnee’, aod just as surely is mastery of 

oneself 'wisdom’ ” ( ootpCa s Pall kmalaii ). Simllarlf Heunes, JC.8,9 ’The 

vice of the soul Is Ignoraoce, its virtue knowledge”. £/3.XlII.7 B where "ignoraace" 
Is the first of tbe '’twelve tenDeDS of matter” (as in die Buddhist Cbalo of Causes, 

cf. Hafoaaan la JAOS. 60, 1940,356*360), aod £rb,1.18 "Tbe cause of death is desire”, 

«* S,ni.85,84. 

^*Io Afi.lJI.4 Agni, when he "draws and bums” (pratiin daiafi) is identified 

with VlyiL In Kfi,VII.9 die Breaths "blow'’ (vimi) in various directions, but ”do not 

blow out” (m ff/rads/f). In JUB.rV.12.6 "A^, becoming tbe Breath, shines" (prino 

hkSiBi agHir dlpyait). In K'YJC.129.2 Md avitan, 'not blowing” is very near in 

meaning to airvUam: cf. BU.ni.8.d avipu .., apra^a. Tbe word lurvi^a does not occur 
io the Brahmaoical literature before BG. 

^ TS.II.2.4.7 udpiyai, ”if the fire f?es out"; K5,'VII.2 itdvi/dnagnaM "in what is 

not Are, but gone out '. 
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CUJV.5.1 jvdi agftif udvayaii vSyum apyea. la having Ura» "gooe to the *iaij‘ 

the fife has "«0« home' (JUBJU.l.I*?), ef, No« 304. 

MU.VT.34. 

BG,VI,13; BG.1I.72 braba^nirvi^mn 

2“M.I,4e7 etc. u4 u io MU.VI.34.L d. ftumX Maihvawi 1.5705; 

s«MiJ.40,47,71.72. 

*« So .135 nibbaati diSra jalhiyaM padipo (deictic) ; Sa.29 t>iv4tibufi. nibbaiopni 

“Man, like 4 light id the u^t, is kindled and put out** (HericleiCus, ii. LXXVII) 

M.I.4d6. 

>*^AJ.l56. lo the series fito, doso and aroie, mobo (delusion) can be replaced 
by its equivaimt igflorance (c.g. !iiuullclia.il) and it vill be the more readily 

seeo that freedom from ri^o and do$o Is a moral virtue, aod freedom from mobos 
avi/id 10 iotellectual virtue. 

Id nearly the same way Jiiiuiiiba M,59 disboguishes berweeo the two NibUnis, 

(1) present, with some residue of the factors of eaUtence, lod (2) ultunate, without 

toy residue of factors of existence. This, also, marks the ^stiaccioo of Nibb&oa from 
Parloiblidoai, so fat as this can be really mar^. 

Sm.W. a. BUJII.6 {Brahma), a, James HJ, 6, 

***Sa.5d7 brabmatoHjam savidiubikam abSikan. C£- AVJCI.5; CU.V11J,5. 

J.VI.251/2- 

‘^•PTS. Pali Die., s,v. sila. Id sresler detail MJ.lTp.WO. 

Vdiaa 70. 

***Dh.4l2; ef. Sa.363, M31,383 and nea Note. "Apathetic", it. oot pathological 

as are those who are subject to their own passJoas or sym-pathUe with those ef othen. 

*«»M.I.U5j like the raft, "right is to be abandoned, and a fortiori wrong" "! need 
no further rafts" (So.21). O. Dh,39,2d7,4l2; So,4,5d7: M.n.26,27: TB.ni.l2.?B: 

Kaus.UpJlI.S; KUII.K; Mund.Up.UI.l.S; MU.VI.lg etc.; Mcister Eckhirf, passim. 
SimilarJy St Augustine, Da spir. H lit.. 16, "let bio no longer use the Law as a 

means of arrivaj when be has arrived"; hfeiater Eckbar^ **If I iotend to cross the sea 

and want a ship, that is part and parcel of waAting to be over, and having gottoo to 
the other side 1 do oot want a ship" (Bvans D.194). la the same way the discriounating 

cooadousness {vf/iibnaat^taMi, $.lil.’i4Q.l42—fa*jba, BU.Il.4.12 and wholly to* 

feiior to pabaa, prafiH) is a very useful means of mossing over, btit oothu^ to 

hold on to thereafter (htUdO, see Note 226). 'Consciousoess' is a kiad of 

ignorance", ceasing at our death CBUJV.4.3); accordingly avidyaji afiyadi shita, 
vUyaydapam aiaaia (lil Up.!!, MU.VU.?). 

CU.VllI.4.i etc, Meiste Eckhart, "There neither vice not virtue ever entered in", 

vnll be seen that this is, strictly speaking, tn Impcopet qoestioo; a Buddha 
is 00 longer anyooe. 

Gal .V. 18. 

*”Cf. TSJL9.3, n.5A-l,2 IU.8.2. “nse expression "Eye in the VotJd*' amouats 
to an equation ef the Buddha with Agui and the Sun. 

«»AiJ.37. 

S8‘RV,1.31.1 (Agni), I 130.3 (Indrt). 

***RV.V.73.5 (in order that be may overcome Vftra), Bodiia-maaos suggests tfae 
Buddhist badibeiSia. 1^1.75 assimilates buddbi, Buddha. 

8SS3D,VI2,57 sa (lodra) buddM amitam. The JStska tales ifidude auoy of tbe 

Buddha’s former births as Sticks (lodra). In tbe NiUyas Sakka acts as the Buddha’s 
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promtor^ jun as !ndn acB fot but it is tbe Buddha himself that ovncoiDe» 

h&ra. la other words (he Buddha is oompanble to that A$ru who is Apu and 
ladit, Sfaima tad i/a/n". la M1}S6 the Buddha se«DS to be addressed as Indra 

(perimiado saij») i but elsewhere, e g, Sd,1069 and wbec his disdples are called 

itky^^pMtiiyo, 'sons of the Stiyan", the refereoce is to the Safer* clae, whose name 
lue lodra'a Implies a “beiag a^", 

is "magic" oalr in the seoae of Behmen, Ux ?uncu NLysiita. V.l.f, 
{"The Mother of etemitr; (be origioa! state of Nature; the formtive power in the 

eternal wisdom, the power of Imagiaadon, a mother m all three worlds; of use co 
the children for God’s kLogdoro, and to the sorcerers for the devil's Ungdom; for the 

ondersttodiflg can make of it what it pleasea’’). io other words is the Theotokos 
aod mother of all living. As Mala was the mother of Hermes (Hesiod, TAreg.938). 

Of whom else could the Buddha have been boro? That the mothets of Bodhisattvas 
die young is really because as Heradeiftis says (Fr.X), "Nature loves to hide". MSyi 

"vanishes’' just as UrvaSI, mother of Apts (Agcii) by Puraravas, vaolshed, and as 
San^yu vaolshed from Vivasvan; Wlyi’s jvemiwr Pajipatl ukisg her place fBCJ.18, 

ir.19,20) IS Sarapyfl's took hers. The eternal Avacim has, iodeed, always 

"two mothers”, eternal and temperaj, sacerdotal and royal. See also my "Nirmftpa* 

kiya”, JRjIS.iPit. Mayaj being the "art" by which all thiogs or any is made 
(nmnjta, "measured out"’), and “art"' having been originally a mysterious snd maglcil 

tawwledge, acquires its other and pejorative sense (eg. MU.IV.2) in the same way 

^t art, aiti£ce, ertf^ cunning and sleight, are not only virtues esseotial to the maker 

hy an (ar/fftx), but oao also imply anfuloess, erti&iality (falsity), craftiaes. guile 

aod trickery; it is the bad sense, for example that "Conseiousoess is a glamour" 

(miji viya vTHixsn, Vis,479, S.III.142), while on the other hand Wyctifle could 
Hill reider our "wise as serpeius’’ {MattbJC.14, cf. RV.VI.52.1J ai/mipii) fay "sly 
as serpents". 

«*a. JUB.in,2g.4, fodi Mhmtaa-hU yadi like J.1.49, iicilrya-iule 

«w btabmapa-kida. 

*«BV.rV.18-2 (Indra) pdtipit nsTgaiaapii BCJ.25 (Buddba) phivii $tJah. So 

too both Agni (RV.VI.ld.S} garhba faiiub ... vi^yutnah) and tfae Buddba (D.II.IS 

knefbi-iaJam p^taii) are visible in the womb. Many other parallels could be drawn. 

^^RV.XA.4 (Ag&i) sapta dadbiit paddni, X.122.3 (Agni) ssp/adbSauai patiyan; 

(Bodhisatrva) lasut-pada^iihiffna 

*« TS.1I.5.8.S, cf. i Kings 18.38. 

*« KV.V.yK9, XJ7-10. 

RV.V1IL96.7; ABinJO etc, 

Cf. RV.Dl.Jli where ladra, elsewhere tpra-hox, etc. Is abbtmi/t-haa, similarly 
ECAi.li and pasaim. AibhaHi {^abbmdaa, UU.V1,28, i4. asmnina). the Ego< 
notion, is already the Eoemy, the Dragon to be overeoae, 

s« John X.9,14; Pxriatemo XXVn.151. a. ^A.VIIJ2; Taift Up. m.XO.5, 

»«I Ow.d.n. 

«« S^.212 f, V.234 f, A.I.170,1,254 f., etc. 

iddU (Skr. fsom fddb, to prQsp<r, amporvathsmt) is virtue, power (ia the 
sense of Mark V,30, 5vva*U5), art <e,g. skill of a hunter, M,Il>2), talent 

or gift, the idJhii d the Iddhi-plda, '’Foodiig of Power", are supernormal rather 

than abdoroiaJ. We cinoot Cake op here at any length the apparent difficulty presented 

fay the fact Cbat fddbii are also attributed to tbe Buddha’s Adversary (Mira, Namuci, 

Ahl-Niga), except to point out Uiat "Death" is also (in the same sense tint Satan 
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rcEoaiog 3Q "aogel") a spiritual beio^ and rbc "p«wers“ arc aof in ibemsclvcs aoxal, 

but Bsueh rather ioMIcctual Tirtues. The Buddha’s powers are peater tbas (he Ad* 

vetSArr's because bis ran^ is greawr; be knows the Brahouloka as well as (he worlds 

up to (be Brahoaloka (i.e., under the Suri), while ’ Death’s” power eactends onif up 

to the Brahmaloka aod oot bcToad the Son. 

For the earlier history of this power see W. N. Brown, on tbg Water. 

Chlca^ 1928, ’This is primatily the powet of the Spirit {Genesis, i.2). It is typically 

of the unseen Gale of the Spirit that motion at will ja predicated (HV.X 168.4 
iJmi devinin jetbA v^eni cents . . . oe tApan Seme/). In AVJ{,7.38 the primal 

Yak$a (Brahma) "strides” upon the rkge of the sea; and so, arcoxdin|ly, the 

brabfnaedti, /^JCT,3.26, for ’'Bren as Brahau can cban^ his form and move at will, 

so amongst ill beings can he change bis focsi and move at will who is a CoiDprebensor 

thereof" <$A.VII.22); 'The One God (bdra) stands upoo the flowing streams at 
will” (AV 111.5,4, ’TS.V.d.l.J), "Self-motion (ti ovxb KtvotJv) is the very word 

and esasftce of the Soul" {^beedrtu 245 CL). 

Hiis is like all other forms of iaM-tatkin, a matter of irgir*tMss. Thus in S.Ll the 

Buddha "crossed the £ood only when I did oot support myself or make toy effort" 

{appatitibom estbyibem o^bam aferi); lA. oOt bearing down upos the surface of the 
water, ef, St Augustine, Conf.'XliiA taperferebelur super e^uas, non jerebetur eb eis, 

tam^sum m eh ttisu'etetret. 

Mi 1.84,85 explains the power of travelHog through the lix, "even to the Brahma- 

world”, as Like that of one who jomps {Ungbrsfoii), resolving (rlrram uppedeU) 

"There wiU 2 alight", with which lotCDtioo hi$ "l^y grows light" {idyo me lehuko 

ierr), and it is similitly "by the power of thought” {ciUo-vesena) tlMC one moves 

through the air. Lightness (loibuiva) is developed by concemplitioo {8vetUp.n.l5); 

all the powers {iddbiy are resultants of contemplalioas {fbian, d. Note 270) and 
depend upon it, so that it can be t'AtrA "Who sinks not io the gulf without support 

or slay?” and answered "One who is presdent, folly synthesised (sKsefSdb/so), he may 

cross the flood so bard to pass" (ogbaA tanti dusianm, SJ.53, where the application 

is ethical). The aotioa of "fi^Kness" underlies the ubiquitous symbolism of "birds” 

and "wings" (RV.VI5.3, PB,V.3.5> XIVJ.15, XXV.J.4 etc.). And conversely, to 

reach the world of the unembodied one must have cast away "the heavy weight of the 
body” {tSpa~ierst-bbieeni, Sdbp.494). ef. Fbctdtits 246 ^ 248 D where it iS the 

"weight of forgetfulness and evil” that ariests "the soul’s flight”, and St. Angustine 

CoofXJI2.7 ^uomodo dieam de pondere euptdifash in abruptent abpsum es de tab- 

levesione tarituth per ipMusm tuum qsu juferfertbeier super aquas. 

Otherwise stated, the power of levicadon is ezeitised "by an eovelopmeaC of the 
body in the (tam*) cloak of contemplatsoa" (jbana-eefbauena serltebt vethetvi, J.V. 

126), where the powet is at the one of diwappearance. 

>’0 S.V.25- f., AJ,254, $11,212, MJ.54 and pasaim: eiplanatioos, Vi8.593 f. 

Failure follows want of "faith’*; or any distraction from contemplatioa, as in 

J.V.125-127. 

*«>RVJX,84,44: JB,D.34: $B.rV.3.4,5; AB.n.39-41; Vl.27-31; KU.VI.l? etc 

^**As 6aaJcara explains u connection with Frai.Up.IV.9 ft is the meno.mofa 

amaa (bat enjoys oauusdence and can be where and as it will. This ''intellectaal self 

or body” (i/Sio Pti dibbo rSpi manontajo, D.r.54, cf. L77, MJI.I7) the Buddha has 
taught his disdples bow to extract from the physical body; and It is clearly in this 

'other, divine. Intellectual body", and not In his humee capacity, not at all times or 

under ell conditions "whether in motion or et resv or sleeping or waking*’ (^earato re 

ate tiffbaso ea tutiatsa ea iagatajsa re) but "when he will” (yavade aiabibaaf, as in 

the iddbi cootoxts) that (be Buddha himself Can recall {aaustarimi) his Own former 
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'^' «fl«endiflg humao viu^n" the 
aodjto^ of cfhir beiflis. hef< aiad ia other worlds, ^ snd heroad w>,S^ 

*** fcwe sad flow Ae double liberation (M.I.482). The «w««Sf^leeai2 

fljoWQ wjA sleep *nd imraoklify wjA waldi. This meaai that « ia so oiaav 
^anifad coarests, sleep ", that sleep ia whiA one "comes into one's owa" {Mbhi 

" it is P^iseiy ifl^ Lre^f 
fir^ ^*®’*** ^ttbdrawa Aat Acre is raotion.at.wi(J (/»pr<, 

;^w” pariporuft. BU.II.l.P), in this coowmpladve 
i^r ??1 « physical, the SonWri. the Iramoral, eees wlwre he 

“^' ■ • 

j *! fcmetnbraflce of births, resding the Aouehts 

*»»AV.X^.l,12; JCU.rV.13i Prai.Up.IV.3. etc. 
"•5A.VU.22. 

‘"BUJV.M2: lU Up. 4; MU.Ux 

•*• St Ambrose, gloss ©b 1 CeM2.3. 

?’* “ ^onMvfj^, "put fifldiog oue\ similarly other 

w! xnif'" ««; 
“®So455.«6,64fl. 

*“ S.IU.l 18 itihaioso mupalahPbtfpmSao. 

*“S.II1.120 yo hbo dbpmmaia puMi mam pojtau 

JUB.IIM4.2; RG«i. AtoW; 1.3053^5. 

^ Buddha "V, but "nertbe here aor there", in the 
iJMioiDadjody alone can be be designated. ’ 

“‘BUJV.4.25; KU.V.U; ifUJn.2 etc, 

•"Udifla 805 CU.Vm.lJ. 

"* Tain Up. 11,7, cf. Nw 197. 

«*MJ.:3M40, <f, DJJ.6$ and passim, 

“•Mil.26.28; S.J43Sj Vis.393,594, 

»> B.g. Zrffcv 898 D /, PAtfsrfw 24d E»2>6 D, d. Note 293 
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ral^c oow jpeak 0/ the skilled driver of a isotorcu or aeroplane as roamios nbere 
be like*. ^ 

So Boethius. Dt noicl., rv,i! 

Hie reguffi aeeptrum doaious tenet 
Orbisque babenaa toaperat 

Er veiucrem currum sCabtiis regit 

Rerun) eoruscus arbiter. 

The coo we of good and vicious horses <the seoses) ici KU.in.6. Dh.W and Svet 
UpJI.^, cf. RV.X.d4,7 parallels Phaedra/ 248 £. 

»« Mrs Rhys Davids. Milinda Qaesiiom, 1930» p.33. [It nmt be remembered that 
Uii. Rhys Davids was a spirrtualiM, In aoswer to her words on the tide page of Sdija 

might be deed Vis.594 "There are Gods and men who delight in becoming. Vhen they 

are taogbt the Law for the cessation of beconing, their mind doe oot resporKi"}. 

s*>SJ.33 ibemmihadt /inabhe brimi'. d. Jlfata No. 4J7. dbafnmo na forum Hpe/i; 

Sn.ll39 dltmmaa .,, /andifitukan aJtilikaK. 

Dil. 120 kjiaa me sarapem a/taso. 

SJn.lZO Ya kho dbammam pas/ati jo mato pa/saa, 70 mam paita/i J9 

dhammam pa/sati, Slmiiarly D.m.84 Bhagama'iahi . . . dhaamajo .. . Dbamraakiyo 

its pi kraiaakiyo if pi, dhaatnakhSlo iff pi; S,II221 Bha^aaaio'mbt putts . . . 

dbammajo; SJV.94 dbammabbSis hrakmai>bSto . , . dkmoiajatai taibkiaio. AJI.ll 
brabmabbdteaa aSimd; S.IUgS krahnabhB^a . , . buddbi. Thtte can be no doubt 

whatever of rbe equations dbautaasbrahoesebaddbasaifa: as iQ BU.11.3.U ayarb 

dbsrmab . . . ajan itmi idaai anrUBt idtm brahma idam jarvam. In Dh.l69,i6i, 

(II.2$.2) dbamma is clearly the equivalent of brabma, Sim»a. A Buddha is what¬ 

ever all Of any of these terms denote, and by the «q« token "not any what" 

{aknheoHO, Dh,421, Sa.l083). and without analog? ' ijat/a n'a/ihi utami kBaei, 

So,H39). 

‘That which the Buddha preached, th> Dhamma tun’ i^nxfiv, was the order 

of law of the universe, immanent, eternal, uncreated, not as interpreted by him 

oniy, much less Invented or decieed by him” (PTS. Pali Die., s.v. Dhamma). 

So.83 buddbadt dhammasamtaa^ ailaianbam dipadu/tamarb janabinam paaaram. 

Dbammaiirni^iy.sasyadharmendre, RVX129.5,8,9 ‘ the one King of the 
world, God of Gods, Sacyadhaimi ', cf. L12.7, K.34.8; and Ibe dbamaidt'totaaj&tstt^ 

pBfMfap . . afma ... brabma of BU.IZ.3.1L The Buddhist Dbamvia (vduog. kuyo;. 

ratio) is the etetoal Dharma of BUJ,5,23 ("him, VJyu, Prana, the Gods mode their 
Uw ); and BU.I.4.U "Tb«e is nothing beyond this Law. this Truth' ; So. 884 "The 
Truth is one. indeed, there is no other". 

»« Vio. 1.33 etc 

MX J,VTJ52 kayo U ra/ba . . , atta vd siratbi, lib ICU,in.3 afnanam fotb/nadt 

prddbi, larlradi raibam. Cf. Plato, Laws 89$ C. 

Udaaa $7 Commentary. 

MS Suzuki in JPTS. 19M/7, p.l3. 

*®*Sn.l074'd rtaaaiaya vhauPO, aubam paieti, aa upni saakham . . . althaih 

pftai/a aa paadpaat alibi. 

Muod Up.) II .2.8.9 nanatupad pimakiap . . , abuo bbavati; BgXV,5 dvanivair 

pimukfab. 

*** John X1IJ.36; Mark VTII.34. Whoever would follow must be able ® say with 

St. Paul, ‘T live, yet not 7, but Orist in me' (Gal,II,20). Tlxeie can be no return to 
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”• Meister £ckb4rt. 

w»£aaw^ VlSM, 

fuliy ezp!&iAed io th« lecKres as dsliww^ sev^ wnjs ih« coaii not be 

some of Qm sources. lo tbe lectures Pali wXa ^ “*^^5 ^ sdjolar to follow up 
in tbe Notes the Pali^ ^ Seoakrit but 

S«*»®aoial sources throuebouc' it miehr Fu to collate the Bu<l<ihiK aod 

a COOUQ^ Wbea » Sucama of the Philosoahk Bratosmsoa lodeed, the tmw 

Ki-U7 based or, all orthodox souJ^s w^ ^ 

^ f) - ""I'' » 
lodiaa doctfioes aod (2) lo emphasize that theP^To^T’^h^iJ*’* 
Aajiko DhaoiDo. is alL«3^!tiSir^ Piulosophie PcreiMw, Saalona Dhanna 

oot made These dUtftSI^ 

doctriaes or smboli have beta ^dl £ ei£r of 

ifldepeodat origination of similaTidLt ^L?“ ^ ii« heea ao 
a time loo^ aotedatici| out tews of whu Si ^ * commoo mheritance from 
«. oud^ but is « fti, JT 

(C^/JXlO). As Lord aa£S^“«‘ be” 

Buddhism* tbete is here oo of^oot Christiaoiry and 

ttlahooship p« deeper than that” (Bardivr 

^ following abbreriatlofis are employed- ^ > 

BU., CU., TU, Ai,., “■' 

Chiitiotya, A,^ «sp«li»«ly ihe 
sad llivisfa, BD., Brhadihvai- & 

S, the Nr*^, i^p^tivtij^As!SZ,.J^ Vm., Vina^ A, M,' 

DA.. Wgefe I'r/drrw/Db, 
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Uifii/taujaifo/a prip:fa imia niMbata (KU Ul 14 F 
Yt Jtnia ta pabbifijatba (ItiT., p.Ji) ' 
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